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The Society for Range Management, founded in 1948 as the American Society 
of Range Management, is a nonprofit association Incorporated under the laws of 
the State of Wyoming. It is recognized exempt from Federal income tax, as a 
scientific and educational organization, under the provisions of Section 501(c) (3) 
of the Internal Revenue Code, and also is classed as a public foundation as 
described In Section 509(a) (2) of the Code. The name of the Society was changed 
in 1971 by amendment of the Articles of Incorporation. 

The objectives for which the corporation is established are: 
—to properly take care of the basic ran geland resources of soil, plants and 
water; 
—to develop an understanding of range ecosystems and of the principles 
applicable to and the management of range resources; 
—to assist all who work with range resources to keep abreast of new findings 
and techniques in the science and art of range management; 
—to improve the effectiveness of range management to obtain from range 
resources the products and values necessary for man's welfare; 
—to create a public appreciation of the economic and social benefits to be 
obtained from the range environment; 
—to promote professional development of its members. 

Membership in the Society for Range Management is open to anyone engaged 
in or interested In any aspect of the study, management, or use of rangelands. 
Please contact the Executive Vice-President for details. 

ContributIon Policy 
The Society for Range Management may accept donations of real and/or 

personal property subject to limitations set forth by State and Federal law. All 
donations shall be subject to management by the Board of Directors and their 
discretion In establishing and maintaining trusts, memorials, scholarships or 
other types of funds, Individual endowments for designated purposes can be 
established according to Society policies. Gifts, bequests, legacies, devises, or 
donations not intended for establishing designated endowments will be depos- 
ited into the SRM Endowment Fund. Donations or requests for further informa- 
tion on Society policies can be directed to the Society for Range Management, 
Executive Vice President, 1839 York Street, Denver, CO 80206. We recommend 
that donors consult Tax Advisors in regard to any tax consideration that may 
result from any donation. 
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Human Impact on Portugal's Vegetation 
Stephen C. Bunting and Francisco C. Rego 

Portugal, with an area of 9 million ha, is a country small in 
size but rich in vegetation diversity and human history. The 
interaction of vegetation and human activity has resulted in 
complex land use problems. The Iberian Peninsula has a 
greater number of native flowering plant species than other 
portions of Europe due to its mild, moist winters and warm, 
rainless summers (Polunin and Walters 1985). The Tagus 
River runs west from Spain to Lisbon and divides Portugal 
into 2 regions of nearly equal size. The region south of the 
Tagus River is influenced by a Mediterranean climatic and 
characterized by rolling hills: less than 0.2 percent of the area 
exceeds 700 m in elevation. The region north of the Tagus 
River has distinctly different features. The influence of the 
Atlantic Ocean is greater, which, in conjunction with the 
mountainous topography, results in a more humid and dis- 
sected landscape. More than 20 percent of the area is above 
700 m. Limestone and schists predominate southern Portu- 
gal, while the northern "Meseta" (plateau) is composed of 
granites and schists. Historical land ownership patterns are 
also different. In the South, communal lands were approp- 
riated by individuals, while in the North they still represent 
over 25 percent of the area in some districts. Most of the 
current rangelands are located on the communal lands. 

Pristine Vegetation 
Climax vegetation is as diverse as the landscape. Glacia- 

tion did not have the detrimental influence on species rich- 
ness in Portugal that it had on most regions of Europe. Many 
tree species that were once present in Portugal (members of 
the genera Sequoia, Picea, and Fagus) became extinct dur- 
ing the glacial advances; southern Portugal was one of the 
refuges for many species endangered in Europe during 
those periods. The entire Iberian Peninsula was forested or 
wooded during the last glacial period that ended 10,000 
years ago (Polunin and Walters 1985). Primary succession 
following glaciation probably began with communities of 
shrubs which were gradually dominated by pines (Pinus 
sylvestris, P. pinaster) and birches (Betula spp.). These were 
more recently replaced by oak (Quercus spp.) forests with 
associated species such as chestnut (Cast anea sativa). 

Differences in topography, parent material, and climate 
within the country are responsible for the distribution of the 
potential climax Communities defined by Braun-Blanquet et 
al. (1956) (Fig. 1). In northern Portugal, with the exception of 
the Douro River Valley, the climax vegetation, the Quercion 
occidentale alliance, is dominated by deciduous oaks (Quer- 
cus robur, Q. pyrennaica) (Fig. 2). Above timberline of the 
highest mountain ranges, Serra da Estrela and Serra do 

Illilfi Quercion 

OIeo-Ceratonion 

FIg. 1. Potential climax vegetation of Portugal as defined by Braun- 
Blanquet et a!. (1956). 

Geres, the Juniperion nanae alliance developed which in- 
cludes a montane form of juniper (Juniperus communis var. 
nana) (Fig. 3). Southern Portugal and the Douro River Valley 
in the North are dominated by the Quercion fagineae alliance 
of evergreen oaks: cork oak (Q. suber) and holly oak (Q. 
rotundifolia). The semi-deciduous Portuguese oak (Q. fagi- 
flea) was probably abundant, but it is now generally absent 
due to lower fire resistance and minimal economic value. 
Finally, in a small band along the coast south of Lisbon, the 
more typical Mediterranean vegetation composed of sclero- 
phyllous shrubs and trees such as olive (Olea europaea var. 
oleaster), carob (Ceratonia sil!qua) and mastic tree (Pistacia 
lentiscus), forms the Oleo-ceratonion alliance (Fig. 4). 

Spain 

Alliance 

Spain 

Juniperion nanae 

Authors are professor of range resources, College of Forestry, Wildlife, and 
Range Sciences, University of Idaho, Moscow 83843 and auxiliary professor of 
range sciences. University of Tras-os-Montes and Alto Douro, Vila Real 5000, 
Portugal, University of Idaho Forest, wildlife, and Range Experiment Station 
Contribution No. 383. 
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FIg. 4. Typical Mediterranean vegetation of the Oleo-ceratonion 
alliance of the Serra da Arrabida south of Lisbon. Common spe- 
cies of this vegetation include members of the genera Erica, Quer- 
cus, and Cistus. 

Human factors aftecting vegetation 

Fig. 2. Deciduous oak forest in Geres National Park In northern 
Portugal. Primary overstory species include Pyrenean oak (Quer- 
Gus pyrennalca) and pedunculate oak (0. robur). Common under- 
story plants occurring with the oaks are medronho (Arbutus 
unedo) and arboreal heath (Erica arborea). 

The current vegetation of Portugal has been strongly 
influenced by humans since Neolithic times. Many succes- 
sive cultures dominated the region throughout history. The 
Portuguese portion of the Iberian Peninsula was occupied 
by the Lusitanians with well-developed cities and estab- 
lished agriculture by the 8th century BC. They were followed 
by the Carthaglnians (200-100 BC), Romans (100 BC to 400 
AD), and the Moors (900-1400 AD). Particularly southern 

FIg. 3. Alpine vegetation of the Juniperion nanae alliance in the erra da Estrela range or cenrrai Porrugal. I ne ciimaric rree iimir nas oeen 
lowered by clearing, fire or grazing. This range forms an east-west barrier and is the northern limit of the Mediterranean climate in 
Portugal. 
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Portugal was strongly influenced by the Moors who occu- 
pied it until 1249, when they were finally driven out. This 
Moor Influence can be perceived in the people, architecture, 
music, geographic names such as Algarve, Alentejo, Alca- 
cer, Alcantara, etc. Each culture introduced a variety of agri- 
cultural and trade systems as well as numerous exotic plants, 
and all have left their imprint on the landscape and vegeta- 
tion. Many species are suspected to have been introduced 
during these periods but the exact origin of many is not 
known. For some species It may even be unknown whether 
they are native or introduced. Rye (Secale cereale) and other 
cultivated grasses were introduced from Asia and were 
common in central Portugal by 100 BC. The Romans intro- 
duced cultivated varieties of olives (OIeo europaea var. 
europaea). However, wild olive varieties were probably pres- 
ent in the native flora (Van Den Brink and Janssen 1985). 

Returning Portuguese explorers of the 15th century brought 
new species back from Asia, Africa, and the Americas; and 
importation of exotic plants has continued to the present 
(Caldas 1978). During this period, plants from the Americas 
such as Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), redwood (Se- 
quoia sempervirens), lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), agave 
(A gave americana), pricklypear cactus (Opuntia spp.), and 
numerous oaks have been introduced. Other species such as 
eucalyptus (Eucalyptus spp) from Australia and acacias 
(Acacia spp) from East Africa were imported during recent 
times. 

FIg. 5. Landscapes often Include a mosaic of recently burned vege- 
tation such as this area near Cabeceiras. Portion on left side in 
photograph was burned in two separate fires. The foreground 
burned about 10 years ego and the central portion 1 year prior to 
the photograph. Forested area on right side is a 40-year-old mari- 
time pine plantation. 

FIg. 6. Cork oak near Frontiera in southern Portugal. Cereal crops are cultivated in the tree inters paces during winter. These areas are also 

grazed by livestock during summer and fall. 
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Fires have been used extensively by man during the warm 
and dry Mediterranean summers to assist in hunting, graz- 
ing, agriculture, and warfare. There is evidence that man 
burned the forests to improve pastures in the Mediterranean 
Basin since at least the Iron Age, 2,600 years ago (Le Hou- 
erou 1973). Fire, wood cutting, and grazing were so common 
by the Medieval period that the upper tree limit on mountain 
ranges such as Serra da Estrela was lowered several hundred 
meters and the forest vegetation was replaced by heath and 
juniper. This heath and juniper vegetation has been main- 
tained to the present time (Van Den Brink and Janssen 1985). 
Prescribed fire Is currently used extensively to improve the 
forage value of shrublands, remove crop residue from fields, 
and for other agricultural applications. Wildflres are com- 
mon and are primarily man-caused (Fig. 5). During the 
period 1976 through 1985 an average of 41,000 ha was 
burned by wildfires each year. This Is about 1 percent of the 
total forested and shrubland area of Portugal and greater 
than the area that Is normally reforested annually (Rego 
1986, Silva 1981). The majority of plant species are fire toler- 
ant due to thick bark (maritime pine (Pinus pinaster), stone 
pine (P. pines), cork oak), sprouting capability (oaks, chest- 
nut, olives), or abundant seed production (gorse (Ulex spp.), 
cistus (Cistus spp.)). 

Grazing has been another major factor in the evolution of 
Portugal's vegetation. Prior to Roman domination of the 
region, grazing was the main activity of the Lusitanians who 
lived near Serra da Estrela, (Van Den Brink and Janssen 
1985). Livestock grazing was probably encouraged by the 
Romans and numbers of animals rapidly increased. A trans- 
humance migration pattern developed which utilized the 
northern Iberian Peninsula and high elevation ranges In the 
summer with sheep. During the fall and winter, livestock 
were driven to lower elevations and southern portions of the 
Peninsula. The winter pasture could be quite distant and 
migrations of 200 km were common. This system changed 
dramatically some decades ago when the pastoralists became 
more sedentary but grazing continues to be an important use 
of the land. The long history of grazing combined with the 
frequent fires Ignited by the shepherds may be the cause of 
the relatively simple floristic communities which are present 
in much of Portugal today. 

Most of the herds of cattle, sheep, and goats in the North 
are small. In southern Portugal the herd size is larger, aver- 
aging about 50 cattle or 300 to 500 sheep. Livestock Is kept 
overnight at the farm, or more commonly, in the village. 
Animals are herded out to the forests and shrublands daily to 
feed, or forage is cut and brought to the animal. Livestock 
movement Is restricted for several reasons. The animals 
often provide milk or are used as draft animals and need to be 
conveniently located. More important, manure is used as 
field fertilizer and animal confinement concentrates the 
manure for easy collection. 

As a consequence of grazing and fire, most of the forest or 
shrub communities have been repeatedly disturbed and the 
vegetal composition changed. Climax oak woodlands have 
been replaced by shrub communities (Braun-Blanquet et al. 
1956). In the South, the evergreen oaks were replaced by 
cistus and French lavender (Lavandula stoechas). This vege- 
tation has been classified as the Cisto-Lavanduletea. In the 
North, the deciduous oaks were replaced by the more water 

demanding communities of heather (Erica spp., Calluria 
spp.) and shrubby legumes such as gorse and carqueja 
(Chamaespart!um trident atum). These communities are refer- 
red to as the Calluna-Ulicetea. Differences between the two 
shrub communities are primarily due to climatic factors, but 
soil and parent material also are a factor. 

Other uses have changed the natural landscape. Agricul- 
ture occurs where soil and topography permit. Many steep, 
rocky hillsides have been converted to vineyards. Since the 
Roman occupation, wheat production has occupied exten- 
sive areas, including some land that Is marginal for agricul- 
ture. In the South, much of the tree cover was removed to 
allow agricultural mechanization. Cork oak and olive trees 
remain abundant (Fig. 6) only because of their economic 
value. 

ReforestatIon and Management Efforts 

Degradation of vegetal cover due to agriculture, fires, and 
overgrazing has long been recognized. During the 15th cen- 
tury AD, it was thought by the king that wildfires in central 
Portugal caused extensive flooding and erosion in the Tagus 
River Basin. Laws were enacted to restrict the use of fires 
near the Tagus River (Neves 1981). Extensive plantations of 
maritime pine were established in central Portugal to stabil- 
ize the sand dunes and prevent flooding. Later these planta- 
tions provided wood to support the ship Industry involved in 
the 15th and 16th centuries. In 1939, a vigorous program was 
initiated to reforest nearly 20 percent of Portugal in a 30-year 
period using primarily maritime pine. During this period 
eucalyptus (Eucalyptus spp.) were introduced in southern 
Portugal. These are fast growing, fire resistant species that 
have since been planted or have spread by natural regenera- 
tion Into many plant communities. By 1960 Eucalyptus plan- 
tations were being established by both private companies 
and the federal government to increase wood fiber pro- 
duction. 

Reforestation is often practiced on the communal shrub- 
lands without the cooperation of the local people who are 
using these lands. In districts where grazing lands are 
limited, the reforestation effort conflicts with the traditional 
land use of the local people. Productivity of the shrub and 
herbaceous layers declines as the tree overstory develops. 
Until 1974, federal law prohibited domestic livestock grazing 
on forested communal lands. This law intensified the con- 
flicts between pastoral use of shrublands and reforestation 
efforts. Grazing continued in most regions because the 
government was unable to enforce a law prohibiting the 
traditional land use. 

Shepherds normally burned shrub communities every 5 to 
8 years and livestock browsed the nutritious sprouts of many 
shrubby legumes. Reforestation practices not only restricted 
grazing but increased fire suppression. While wildfires are 
still a common occurrence in many regions, the fire-free 
intervals are too short for successful pine establishment. In 
other areas the fire-free interval is too long to maintain shrub 
nutritional quality. Reintroduction of fire as a management 
tool may be helpful in maintaining the productivity of the 
remaining shrublands and reducing conflicts between graz- 
ing and reforestation. 

Several different strategies are being used to increase 
livestock numbers. In the South, planted pastures of subter- 
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ranean clover (Trifolium subterraneum) with orchardgrass 
(Dacty!is glomerata) or perennial rye (Lolium perenne) have 
successfully replaced the degraded non-palatable shrub 
communities. The maintenance of a partial oak cover is 
beneficial for soil fertility and pasture establishment and is 
being retained where possible. In the North, establishment of 
pastures of perennial grasses and legumes, primarily white 
clover (Trifolium repens), is being attempted with limited 
success. Infertile soils and inexperience with pasture utiliza- 
tion are problems to be overcome. 

Portugal is a small country with a long history of agricul- 
ture, pastoralism, reforestation, and fire. These factors have 
all influenced the present vegetation. Portugal's rangelands 
have been a focus of conflicting interests throughout its 
history. Their used as a source of livestock forage has never 
been officially accepted as a bonafide land use. However, 
these lands have been used by pastoralists for a millennium, 
and grazing continues to be important on communal lands 
today. At the present time Portugal Is attempting to increase 
wood production through reforestation. This often is in 
direct conflict with livestock use of the area. Consequently, 
natural resource managers are looking for ways to more fully 
utilize the resource base, as well as resolve conflicts asso- 
ciated with livestock and wood fiber production. 
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Agro-Sylvo-Pastoral Systems in the Iberian Peninsula: 
Dehesas and Montados 

Teodoro Marafiôn 

The Iberian Peninsula is located in the west of the Mediter- 
ranean Basin, receiving the influence of the Atlantic Ocean 
with a mild mediterranean climate characterized by cold, wet 
winters and warm, dry summers. Long-time eroded Paleoz- 
oic rocks (schists, granites, and quartzites) are predominant 
in the western half of the Peninsula, offering a landscape of 
plains and rolling hills, where soils are shallow, acidic, and 
nutrient deficient. The physical constraints of the shallow 
soils and the seasonal droughts make most of these lands 
unsuitable for intensive farming. Instead a peculiar agro- 
sylvo-pastoral system, called locally dehesa in Spain and 
montado in Portugal, has been historically developed. This 
system, composed of cleared oak woodlands with an annual 
grassland understory, covers more than 5,500,000 hectares 

(Campos 1984, RuIz 1986). 
Oak trees (Quercus rotundifolia and Q. suber) are pruned 

periodically to increase the production of acorns and cork, 
while providing fuelwood, charcoal, and browse. An impor- 
tant rural economy is based on the fattening of Iberian pigs 
with sweet acorns (600-700 kg/ha) (Parsons 1962).The cork 
oak (Q. suber) bark is stripped off every 7 to 9 years. This 

The author is research associate, Instituto de Recursos Naturales y Agroblo- 
logia, C.S.I.C., ap. 1052, 41080 Sevilla, Spain. 
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Area of dehesas and montados in the lberian Peninsula. 
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region supplies almost 3/4 of the world's commercial cork 
production. Besides producing food, energy, and cork, oak 
trees modify the micro-environment for the herbaceous 
understory and serve as shelter for livestock. 

Annual grasses and legumes are abundant in a highly 
diverse grassland (130 species/0.1 ha, Maranón 1985). The 
annual herb production (900-2300 kg/ha) is concentrated in 
April—May, providing abundant spring forage. However, 
supplements (hay, alfalfa, cereals) are needed in summer 
and autumn. Under the oak trees the drought stress is less 
severe and the soil has a higher organic matter content 
favouring the perennial grasses, orchardgrass (Dactylis 
glomerata) and ryegrass (L.oI!um perenne) (Escudero et al. 
1985, Marañón 1986). 

Native Retinto cattle (50%), Merino sheep (42%), goats 
(6%) and Iberian pigs (2%) graze freely in dehesa (Campos 
1984). The traditional management of open range livestock 
in this region migrated to America, where it Influenced the 
early cowboy or "vaqueros" culture (Young & McKell 1976). 
Game animals (deer, wild boar, hare, rabbit, wood pigeon, 
red partridge) are also consumers of the dehesa primary 
production. The combination of different types of domestic 
and game animals would optimize the resource exploitation 
(Ruiz 1986). 

On moderately fertile soils, dry farming of cereals (wheat, 
barley, oat, triticale) that produce 900—1,200 kg/ha is prac- 
ticed at 4—6-year intervals (Campos 1984). This itinerant 
plowing also allows the control of undesirable shrubs. 

This agro-ecosystem maintains a high biological diversity. 
It is also an important reserve of plant genetic resources 

tolerant to seasonal drought, poor soils and heavy grazing. 
Many of these plant species have been successfully dispersed 
(accidentally or intentionally) to mediterranean and semia- 
rid areas in North and South America and Australia. The 
dehesa is one of the last breeding habitats of rare and 
endangered birds like the imperial eagle, black vulture or 
black stork, and winter habitat for European cranes. 

Crisis in the Traditional System 
This multi-purpose system fits exceptionally well to the 

semiarid landscape and contrasts with the stereotyped 
deforested Mediterranean land. However, this fragile man- 
environment equilibrium is nowdays in crisis. It has been 
affected by the socio-economlc changes, by the African 
swine fever (that in the 60s caused the loss of 85% of the 
swine population) and by the world reduction in the price of 
wool (Campos 1984, Ruiz 1986). After the emigration of the 
rural area population, many abandoned dehesas became 
less productive, fire hazard shrublands. 

In some cases, oak trees were cut down transforming 
dehesas into cereal cropland areas with intensive, subsid- 
ized farming. After a few years the fragility of soils and high 
priced fertilizers and fossil fuel made farming unprofitable. 
Left were eroded soils, sparse grasslands, with slow recovery 
and the destruction of the equilibrium of forest-grassland- 
livestock-soils built up over centuries. In other cases, exten- 
sive tracts of dehesas were bulldozed and planted with euca- 
lyptus to produce low quality wood and pulp. 

However, many dehesa managers are still trying to keep 
the traditional system profitable, through improvement of 

Shepherd leading a flock of Merino sheep in front of an old hoim oak tree. 
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pastures (Australian cultivars of Trifolium subterraneum 
have been widely planted), fertilizing, fencing, crossbreed- 
ing native livestock with production-selected breeds, and 
better animal husbandry methods. A regional legislation 
supports these attempts at "combining the conservation of 
the dehesa ecosystem with its rational exploitation and 
transformation" (Comunidad AutOnoma de Extremadura 
1986). 

In January 1986, Spain and Portugal became members of 
the European Economic Community and new expectations 
and fears are felt by dehesa managers about meat prices, the 
"fuel" that keeps this agro-ecosystem working. 

The 1987 Man and Biosphere Seminar 

Prompted by this critical situation, over 100 experts (range 
ecologists, foresters, and economists) mainly from Spain 
and Portugal, with participants from other western Mediter- 
ranean countries (France, Italy, Morocco, Algeria, and Tuni- 
sia), attended in April 1987 the "Seminar on the dehesas and 
other similar agro-sylvo-pastoral systems" under the auspi- 
ces of the UNESCO-Man and Biosphere program. The con- 
clusions of the Seminar were': 

The dehesas and similar agro-sylvo-pastoral systems 
have historically proved, over extended land surfaces, to be a 
model for the management of renewable natural resources, 
flexible and adapted to the Mediterranean climate in unfa- 
vourable environments". 

'Translated from the original in Spanish. 

"— These land use systems are still valid and productive 
over relatively large areas in the Iberian Peninsula, offering 
possibilities for their extension and adaptation to other 
regions". 

"— The ecological relevance of these systems is remark- 
able, specially for the maintenance of a high biological diver- 
sity, the stability and the conservation of the natural and 
cultural heritage". 

"— The lasting benefits obtained by mankind from this 
land use are nowdays threatened by the socio-economic 
changes and by the use of production techniques, without 
adequate evaluation of their compatibility with the mainte- 
nance of the system". 

"— These threats are sharpened in the Iberian Peninsula 
because of the presumable effects of the Agrarian Policy in 
the European Economic Community". 
"The Seminar is aware of the existence of a wide body of 
scientific information on these systems2, and proposes the 
continuation of basic research on the functioning (ecologi- 
cal, technical and socio-economical) of the Mediterranean 
agro-sylvo-pastoral systems, as well as the development of 
new methodologies for the planning, management and res- 
toration of these systems". 

"Considering the forementioned reasons, the Seminar 
makes the following propositions:" 

2A bibliographical list of 997 references written by Spanish authors and dealing with 
the dehesas (ecology, economy, aronomy, law and history) was provided by the 
co-organizer of the Seminar (Servicio del Medio Natural, Comunidad de Madrid, 
28020 Madrid, Spain). 

General view of a dehesa in the Ext remadura region. Iberian pigs feeding on acorns of cork oak during the autumn. 
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1. "The planning and achievement of national pilot pro- 
jects, capable of allowing the building of a network." 

2. "The programs Included In these projects should con- 
tribute to the improvement of knowledge on the functioning 
and rational use of the dehesas and similar agro-sylvo- 
pastoral systems, serving as a baseline for the activities of 
training, demonstration and information, and acting as the 
guideline to insure the sustainable development of the rural 
space considered, warranting the long-term preservation of 
the environment." 

3. "The creation of a Panel that will elaborate an Interna- 
tional Cooperation Project for the specification and achieve- 
ment of the proposed Program." 
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Rangeland Development in Dera Ghazi Khan, Pakistan 
Javed Ahmed and Raja Atta UIIah Khan 

Abstract 

The first attempt at scientific management of rangelands 
In Dera Ghazi Khan, Pakistan, was made in 1960. However, 
the efforts failed to yield good results, and the area, being 
extremely arid, was declared unsuitable for range Improve- 
ment (GOWP 1970). The senior author surveyed the area and 
prepared another range management project for the area in 
1982. Range improvement techniques were designed keep- 
ing In view the local ecological conditions. The results 
obtained so far are very encouraging. The story of failure and 
success of range Improvements in D. G. Khan Is presented 
here for the benefit of the readers. 

Pakistan (Figure 1) is situated between 24° and 370 N 
latitudes and 610 and 750 E longitudes. The Dera Ghazi Khan 
(D. G. Khan) district is situated between 28°—25' and 31°—21' 
N latitudes, and 69° —20' and 70°-51' east longitudes. Agri- 
cultural crops can only be cultivated with canal irrigation on 
17% of the area. The remaining 83% is used for grazing by 
livestock. The summers are hot with temperatures soaring to 
45° C, whereas, the winter temperatures are mild and 
pleasant. 

Rangelands of D. G. Khan consist of piedmont plains and 
Suleman Hills. Total area of state-owed rangeiands is 28,200 
hectares, distributed In 13 blocks varying in size from 8,313 
hectares to 242 hectares. The areas adjoining state range- 
lands are private or communal lands. A very small portion of 
the piedmont plains are cultivated by spreading rain water 
from the nearby Suleman Hills. 

Average annual rainfall is about 80 mm, most of which is 
received during the months of July and August. Rain is only 
effective if it falls in storms of more than 10—15 mm and is 
followed by similar storms at short intervals. The area is 
undulating in topography. Ridges consist of deep calcare- 
ous sandy loam; slopes are also calcareous; but the soil 
varies from sandy loam to loam. The slope sub-soil has more 
moisture than the ridges. The flat areas are made up of heavy 
clayey soils with little sub-soil moisture (Syal and Hameed 
1984). Water penetration is more on the ridges and slopes 
compared to flat areas. The coarser soil structure of the 
ridges and slopes prevents upward capillary water move- 
ment. Therefore, more subsoil water is retained on ridges 
and slopes than on the flats. 

The area has a long history of indiscriminate and promis- 
cuous grazing. Livestock consists of sheep, goats, cattle, 
and camels. The area is grazed by animals of both the local 
people and migratory pastoralists from other parts of the 
country. It is estimated that the range areas are producing 
only 10—20% of their potential. There has been no scientific 
study of the vegetation of the area. 

Past 
Past, Present, and Future Management 

Range management, as a scientific discipline, was intro- 
duced in Pakistan in 1954 with the establishment of a pilot 
research and demonstration project at Maslakh, near Quetta, 
with USAI D assistance. The deteriorating vegetation quickly 
recovered as a result of fencing and controlled grazing. In 
turn, rate of lamb mortality among the sheep decreased, and 
rates of weight gains and wool production increased (Rafi 
1965). After this successful experience, similar projects were 
initiated in different ecological regions of the country. One 

Authors are visiting scientist, Range Science Department. Colorado State 
University Fort Collins, Colorado 80523; and project director, Range Man- 
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____________________________________________ reason for the failure of the range management project was 
the attitude of the project staff. The project staff was drawn 
from the mainstream forestry service. Forest service person- 
nel do not willingly accept range management assignments 
because of the arduous nature of the job. They have no 
training or experience in dealing with the public. They are 
mainly trained to manage government forests on lands 
where there is little or no public interaction. How can such 
unwilling people carry out the task of winning cooperation of 
pastoralists, which requires a missionary zeal? 

Present 
D. G. Khan is one of the relatively underdeveloped areas of 

Pakistan. In the early 1980s, the government of Pakistan gave 
a high priority to development of underdeveloped areas and 
invited project proposals. The senior author, in 1981, had 
recently returned from the United States and was working as 

Deputy Secretary of Planning in the provincial Forestry 
Department of the Punjab Province. He conducted a recon- 
naissance survey of the D. G. Khan area and submitted a 
preliminary proposal for the development of rangelands. The 
proposal was provisionally approved in principle. However, 
in view of the past failure, funds were initially allocated for an 
experimental project. The experiment proved a big success 
and the project is now fully operational. The salient features 
of the project and some results are discussed here. 

Rangeland development started in the area in April, 1983. 
The first phase of the project envisaged reseeding, planting 
of fodder shrubs and trees, and a detailed survey of state- 
owned rangelands for formulating a comprehensive inte- 

such project was established in Rakh Choti Dalana, near 0. 
G. Khan, in the year 1960. The project was aimed at fencing, 
reseeding, planting of fodder shrubs and trees, water spread- 
ing, establishing salting points, and providing better breeds 
of rams and bulls. The project was closed in 1969 because it 
was inferred that the project failed to achieve its objectives 
(GOWP 1970). 

One of the major causes for the failure of the range project 
was that pastoralists were neither involved in the planning 
stage nor in the implementation of the project. They were 
unhappy to see large fenced areas where they could not 

graze their livestock. Fencing of additional blocks each year, 
without opening reseeded areas to grazing, meant constant 
reduction In areas where their animals could graze. They felt 
the project was usurping their privileges rather than helping. 
When units were opened to grazing, pastoralists wanted to 
take maximum advantage because they feared that soon 
those would be closed again. This resulted in overgrazing. 
Project staff and pastoralists always remained fearful of each 
other's designs and never developed a harmonious interaction. 

Introduction of scientific grazing, if not impossible, is at 
least difficult among pastoralists whose livestock either 
roam freely on these lands or who have herded livestock at 

will for generations. Therefore, all short-term efforts to 
enforce controlled grazing have failed, which led to the firm 

belief among administrators and planners that rangelands in 

Pakistan could be scientifically managed. Another major 
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grated action plan. The experimental project was inspected 
by the Governor's Inspection Team in January, 1984. Excerpts 
from the report of the team are reproduced: 

"The Pilot Project ... is considered successful and the scheme 
may now be expanded as originally proposed.... Wide public- 
ity should be given to the Pilot Project... and on-site work- 
shops should be arranged at least twice a year so that the 
locals could be shown the Forest Department's achieve- 
ments.... T.V., radio, and local magazines should be made use 
of for the publicity of such schemes." 

The Director General of the Agency for Barani (Arid) Areas 
Development also visited the project in December, 1983. 
Excerpts from his report are reproduced: 

"The project is presently in the embryonic state but the likeli- 
hood of its success, given determined pursuits (as Is the case 
now), are reasonably bright 

He revisited the project in May, 1984, and recorded the fol- 
lowing in his report: 

"Although It did not rain since September last, the grass Is 

surprisingly sustaining itself well... and I feel inspired. My 
Impression is that its take-off will be a little slower and expen- 
sive, but once it sets off, the shape of the landscape hitherto 
barren will change. It is undoubtedly an excellent job in com- 
petent hands." 

The Inspector General of Forests also visited the project and 
noted: 

"It was a wise decision to create Range Management Division 
In April, 1983.... The start made Is most encouraging and the 
officers concerned are to be complimented for taking pains to 
start the work thoughtfully and wisely.... The project would be 
a very fine demonstration area if the work is carried out with 
the same enthusiasm and interest as is being shown by the 
team of officers working at present." 
The success of rangelands development in an extremely 

arid area, where a previous project failed, lies in carefully 
selected prescriptions, keeping in view the local ecological 
conditions, and avoiding some of the mistakes committed in 
the project that failed. Reseeding under the previous project 

was carried out by clearing native vegetation over large 
areas, disc plowing the land, and sowing Cenchrus ciliaris 
seeds. Cenchrus ciliaris was selected for reseeding because 
it was an excellent forage. However, no information was 
available on its response to grazing. Strong dry winds, prior 
to the rainy season, resulted in accelerated soil erosion. Loss 
of top soil and blowing away of some of the seed resulted in 

Planting of fodder trees and shrubs under arid conditions. 

A sketch showing afforestation technique. 
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poor crop. Once the reseeded areas were opened to grazing, 
it was observed that plants were very sensitive to grazing 
under extreme arid conditions. Therefore, the few plants that 
managed to establish initially, disappeared later under graz- 
ing pressure. 

Reseeding under the current project is done in 30m-wide 
strips of land alternating with 3Gm-wide strips of undisturbed 
native vegetation laid across the prevalent wind direction to 
act as a wind breaker. The area to be reseeded was disc- 
plowed to invert the soil, followed by a harrowing which 
pulverizes the soil and, hence, increases the water infiltra- 
tion. Lasiorus hirsutus, a good forage grass, is drought res- 
istant and tolerates heavy grazing. Therefore, a mixed crop 
of Lasiorus hirsutus and Cenchrus ciliaris would be a good 
long-term strategy to spread the risk. If Cenchrus ciliaris 
decreases under adverse climatic or biotic conditions, at 
least Lasiorus hirsutus would be able to hold the ground. 
Grass seeds (Lasiorus hirsutus 70%: Cenchrus ciliaris 30%) 
are sown broadcast and covered with a thin layer of soil by 
dragging brushwood immediately prior to the rainy season. 

Torrential summer rainfalls result in local run-off. This 
run-off from outside the reseeded areas is channeled to 
reseeded areas. In addition, the strips of native vegetation 
also act as small watersheds. Run-off water from the strips of 
native vegetation makes additional water available for the 
establishment of reseeded grass. These water-harvesting 
techniques redistribute the water from meager precipitation 
and have proved very valuable in ensuring success of reseed- 
ing operations. A preliminary sampling was done in the 
summer of 1986 to compare forage production from native 
range to the reseeded areas. The average grass biomass in 
native vegetation was 216 kg/ha. The reseeded areas, which 
were not irrigated by run-off water, produced 2,072 kg/ha 
air-dry forage. Reseecled areas, irrigated by water spreading, 
produced over 4,480 kg/ha of air-dry grass forage. Well- 
established grass plants on the clay flats, however, com- 
pletely died by the onset of summer rains in the second year. 
This can be attributed to poor water infiltration in the clay 
flats, heavy evaporation losses from upward capillary move- 
ment of water, and strong water-holding capacity of clay 
soils. 

Fodder trees are a valuable source of protein and vitamin 
supplement for animals in winter when the feed consists 
mainly of dried grasses. Trees also provide much needed 
shade during hot summer months. Therefore, growing of 
fodder trees and shrubs was also attempted in the area. 
Saplings of xerophytic species such as Prosopis spicigera, 
Zizyphus jujuba, Tecoma undulata, and Tamarix articulata 
were raised in nurseries and transplanted in the field. These 
species form part of the potential climax vegetation of the 
area. Although the success of afforestation was only 10—25%, 
the results are not discouraging for an extremely arid area. 

The afforestation technique consisted of trenches (0.5m X 
0.5m) with pits (0.25m in diameter and .3Gm deep) dug 2m 
apart in the trenches. The distance between trenches was 
2m. The excavated dirt was stocked between the trenches 
such that it sloped towards the trenches on either side. 
Transplanting of saplings was synchronized with monsoon 
rains. Grass seed was also sown broadcast in the strips 
between the trenches. Rain water from the strip collects in 
the trenches and the pits and is stored in the soil profile 

below the pits. The initial sapling establishment was 80-90%. 
Maximum mortality occurred in the second year in the dry 
period preceding the rains. 

Apprehensive of herders getting out of control and the 
consequences of overgrazing, the project leader (junior 
author) decided not to allow grazing in the reseeded areas. 
Instead, he encouraged people to manually harvest the grass 
and stall-feed the animals. Nominal fees are charged on the 
basis of a head load or donkey load of grass. Production of 
grass from reseeded areas was much more than local 
herders could harvest. Therefore, it was decided to introduce 
the grass in a nearby city market. For this purpose, harvested 
grass was transported to the city and distributed free of cost 
to forage/fodder vendors. 

Future 
The concept of range management is new in many devel- 

oping countries, and has been imported, long with expatriate 
experts, as part of projects funded by developed countries. 
However, expatriate experts usually have little or no know- 
ledge of the local socio-economic conditions and ecology. 
Expatriate-led projects generally have emphasized fencing, 
reseeding and introduction of exotic plants, and improve- 
ment of livestock breeds. These projects are easy to imple- 
ment and have highly visible demonstration value. It is a 
good short-term investment, although, on a long-term basis, 
the models of range management from more advanced 
countries have not worked under local conditions. The frus- 
tration has increased with passage of time, and many experts 
are now of the opinion that range management cannot be 
successful in developing countries (personal communica- 
tions). 

In view of the importance of rangelands in the national 
economy, modest rangelands development projects have 
been in operation in Pakistan in spite of the failure of the 
initial projects. However, the emphasis has always been on 
fencing, reseeding, and water development. Reseeded areas 
look no different from those not seeded in 2—3 years because 
of the improper choice of species and uncontrolled grazing. 
Large areas have now been reseeded many times over. 

There is no reason for large-scale expensive rangeland 
development if the real benefits are not going to be exploited 
or, after a couple of years, the reseeded areas become worse 
than even native vegetation under uncontrolled heavy graz- 
ing. The first and foremost prerequisite is that administrators 
and planners must change their notion that proper manage- 
ment of grazing lands is not possible in Pakistan. They must 
realize that pastoralists and their livestock are an integral 
part of the natural ecosystems in the area. However, rapid 
agricultural development in the recent past led to shrinking 
of pastoral lands which resulted in overgrazing. Continuous 
reduction of pastoral areas is the single most important 
cause of continuous deterioration of grazing grounds. 

The second requirement is to have a group of land manag- 
ers who can communicate with pastoralists and work with 
them. Pastoralists are rational people, and once they see the 
advantages of a practice, there is no reason why they would 
not cooperate with the land managers. Initially, they may 
have to be given some incentives, but these may be with- 
drawn gradually. 

Efforts should be made not to replicate grazing models 
from developed countries. Each pastoral situation is unique, 
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and only development of appropriate local technology can 
solve the problems. 

Because of setbacks which range management has received 
In pastoral situations, many donor agencies are now reluc- 
tant to invest in range management projects in developing 
countries. Grazing lands are there, and animals have grazed 
on these lands and would continue to do so whether range 
management programs succeed or fall. There is a need to 
develop a rangeland anthropology and sociology course in 
the range schools for those interested in international work 
and for the international students. Programs fail simply 
because prescriptions are made without a proper diagnostic 
analysis of the problem. 

Most people think of range management the way they read 
about It in text books or have seen it in the developed coun- 

tries. Therefore, there appears to be a need for an approp- 
riate term which portrays the grazing situations in develop- 
ing countries. This will lay a foundation for research and 
development in a new direction: pastoralism, nomadism, 
transhumance, or mixed farming systems. It is suggested 
that development and management of rangelands in devel- 
oping countries be called Pastoral Systems Management. 
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Viewpoint: Comments on the Proposed Use of Native 
Insects for Biological Control of Snakeweeds 

J.P. Cuda 

As a scientist currently involved in research on the biologi- 
cal control of weeds on rangelands. I would like to comment 
on the conclusions and recommendations of an article pub- 
lished in the April 1987 issue of Rangelands entitled "The 
Potential of Two Insects for Controlling Broom Snakeweed" 
(Gonzales 1987). Although I agree with the author that bio- 
logical control would be an appropriate method for control- 
ling broom snakeweed, Gutierreziasarothrae(Pursh) Britt. & 
Rusby, I question the feasibility of the augmentation ap- 
proach recommended by the author and also his assessment 
of one of the insects purported to be an important natural 
enemy of broom snakeweed. 

I would also like to point out that a project on the biological 
control of snakeweed is already in progress at Temple, 
Texas. The program was developed in 1975 by Dr. C. Jack 
DeLoach, who is affiliated with the USDA, Agricultural 
Research Service (ARS). Dr. DeLoach is one of a small group 
of federal and university scientists working full- or part-time 
on biological control of weeds at several locations across the 
United States. 

For the purpose of this discussion, biological control of 
weeds is defined as the use of insects, plant pathogens, or 
other organisms to control weeds (Huffaker 1959). It must be 
emphasized that "control" is not synonymous with "eradica- 
tion"; the weed species controlled biologically is simply 
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reduced to a level such that it is no longer considered eco- 
nomically important. Also, because this method of control is 
species specific, its effects are not detrimental to non-target 
species or to the environment. 

The use of biological control on rangelands has been 
examined in detail by DeLoach (1978, 1981) and DeLoach et 
al. (1986). The two approaches of biological control that are 
currently available are (A) introduction of foreign organisms 
not already present (classical biological control), and (B) 
augmentation of the effectiveness of organisms already 
present in an area. The key issue here concerns the selection 
of the biological control method that is appropriate for use in 
a low-value per acre agricultural system such as rangelands 
where snakeweeds (perennials) and broomweeds (annuals) 
are important weeds. DeLoach (1981) states that "biological 
control is ideally suited to control rangeland weeds and 
brush of which the major pests are perennials growing in a 
relatively undisturbed habitat and in areas where the low 
economic return per unit area makes chemical and mechan- 
ical controls relatively expensive." He further states that the 
introduction of foreign control agents is more suitable than 
augmentation for use on rangelands because of its lower 
cost. DeLoach et al. (1986) recently compared the relative 
cost of biological control by augmentation and introduction. 
They clearly showed that the augmentation approach would 
be too expensive in a ran geland system because the cost for 
an augmentation program is proportional to the area treated. 
In this regard, the total cost and cost per acre is basically 
similar to control with herbicides. In contrast, the total cost 
of biological control by the introduction method is inde- 
pendent of the area treated and the cost per acre actually 
decreases over time as the introduced agents reproduce and 
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actively seek out the weed. 
DeLoach et al. (1986) identified several important weeds of 

rangelands of the southwestern U.S. and northern Mexico 
that are possible candidates for classical biological control. 
Snakeweeds and broomweeds headed the list of priority 
weeds because conflicts of interest would be minimal in both 
countries. DeLoach (1981) and DeLoach et al. (1986) consi- 
dered broom snakeweed and threadleaf snakeweed, G. 
microcephala (DC.) Gray, to be the best candidates for clas- 
sical biological control because the amount of damage 
caused by these snakeweeds exceeds any beneficial value 
these plants may have in the rangeland ecosystem. Also, the 
success potential of introduced biological control agents is 
favorable for snakeweeds. Several root-boring insects have 
been found in Argentina that have good control potential 
because they severely damage the taproots of four species of 
Gutierrezia that are similar ecologically to our North Ameri- 
can snakeweeds (Cordo 1985, Cordo and DeLoach, in 
press). Host range testing of two of the more promising 
insects is in progress under quarantine conditions at the 
Temple laboratory. 

From the previous discussion it can be argued that the 
augmentation approach as proposed by Gonzales (1987) 
would probably not be economical to the rancher. Increas- 
ing the effectiveness of the native phytophagous insects 
already attacking snakeweed by mass rearing and then 
releasing them would not be competitive with commercially 
available herbicides and, in all likelihood, would be prohibi- 
tive in the rangeland system where the production per unit 
area is very low. Although there are numerous examples of 
native insects occasionally controlling weeds (Ueckert 1973), 
to date only one augmentation program utilizing existing 
weed feeding insects has been attempted. Frick and Chandler 
(1978) mass reared and released the moth Bactra verutana 
Zeller to control purple nutsedge, Cyperus rotundus L., in 
cotton fields in Mississippi. The results of this pilot study 
showed that even though augmentation was technically 
feasible, a large scale augmentation program would not be 
cost effective in the current cotton production system and 
consequently was not implemented. 

The rationale for augmenting an indigenous population is 
that the population to be augmented has a characteristic 
abundance that is maintained by some density dependent 
natural control factor(s) (e.g., predators, parasitoids, or 
pathogens), and when augmentation ceases, that population 
will revert to its former level (Huffaker et al. 1971). The insect 
fauna associated with snakeweeds clearly illustrates this 
principle of natural control. 

Snakeweeds are attacked by a variety of insects (Falken- 
hagen 1978, Foster et al. 1981, Richman and Huddleston 
1981, Wangberg 1982). The inability of the native insects to 
effectively control snakeweeds over large areas without 
augmentation suggests that parasitoids and predators are 
operating in a density-dependent fashion to keep these natu- 
ral enemies of snakeweeds in check. This is an important 
point because Gonzales (1987) identified the checkered bee- 
tle Enoclerus coccineus (Schenk.) (Cieridae) as a potential 
biological control agent of broom snakeweed in New Mexico 
based on the presence of larvae found in the roots of a high 
percentage of dead or dying plants. This observation is sur- 
prising because the cierids rarely consume plant material 

and as a group are considered to be predaceous in both the 
larval and adult stages (Balduf 1935). Current specialists in 
clerid taxonomy still support the predatory behavior of the 
larval stage and suggest the larvae of E. coccineus are prob- 
ably feeding on the immature stages of other beetles (W.F. 
Barr, D.E. Foster, pers. Comm.). It is also noteworthy that the 
report of Dr. Gonzales does not exclude the possibility that 
the snakeweed plants examined were previously infested 
with other root-feeding insects. 

I suggest that the larvae of E. coccineus were probably 
feeding on the root-boring larvae of Crossidius puichellus 
LeConte (Cerambycidae) or possibly other insects. Richman 
and Huddleston (1981) reported that larvae of C. puichellus 
were often sufficiently abundant in eastern and central New 
Mexico to kill snakeweed plants over 15 cm in height. They 
also found Enoclerus larvae associated with root tunnels 
constructed by Crossidius larvae. Furthermore, Falkenha- 
gen (1978) observed larvae of E. Iaetus nexus Barr inside 
borer tunnels in the roots of broom snakeweed in Arizona; 88 
percent of these larvae were associated with larvae of the 
root-boring weevil Myrmex lineolata (Pascoe) (Curcu lioni- 
dae). Falkenhagen (1978) also suggested the larvae of E.I. 
nexus were predaceous on the larvae of M. lineolata. 

A discovery that E. coccineus is in fact feeding on the roots 
of snakeweed would represent an important exception to our 
present knowledge of the Cleridae and in particular the 
genus Enoclerus. Further documentation of such a pheno- 
menon, under controlled conditions where the opportunity 
of prior infestation by other root-feeding insects were elimi- 
nated, would be of great interest to researchers studying 
clerid and snakeweed ecology and to those interested in 
biological control of snakeweeds. 
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Rebuttal: Running the Gauntlet of Scepticism and Resist- 
ance in Scientific Research 

G.J. Gonzales 

Editor's Note: Readers may wish to refer to the paper 'The Potential 
of two insects for controlling broom snakeweed," by G.J. Gonzles, 
Ran gelands 9(2):59-61. 

The comments concerning scientific research are the individual 
opinions of the authors and do not represent the official positions of 
the Society for Range Management or its representatives. 

It is seldom possible to design an experiment that answers 
all research questions nor is it realistic to ignore potentially 
important oddities that may be observed in the course of 
scientific research. In a commentary on "The potential of two 
insects for controlling broom snakeweed", research which 
had been proposed on the biological control of broom 
snakeweed was questioned for various reasons. 

The majority of concern in using the checkered beetle E. 
coccineus as a biological control agent is based on the pre- 
mise that the augmentation method would be used. Although 
E. coccineus is native to the southwest, an extensive survey 
of insects associated with snakeweed in eastern New Mexico 
and western Texas revealed E. coccineus to be present in 
only 3 of 47 (6%) of the surveyed sites (Foster et al. 1981). 
This may indicate that E. coccineus is relatively "foreign" to 
snakeweed populations and, therefore, possibly should be 
researched as a classical biological control agent for the 
snakeweeds. In addition, in those sites in which E. coccineus 
was present its abundance was common. This may indicate 
that once invasion into snakeweed communites had occurred 
E. coccineus prospered. This warrants further consideration. 

Assuming that E. coccineus would be used in an augmen- 
tation approach, Cuda (1988) concluded that the financial 
cost would be prohibitive compared to traditional herbicide 
control. Regardless of the approach of any pest control 
method, "cost" can no longer include only monetary values 
but must now consider environmental and health costs. Even 
rapidly biodegradable herbicides that have been used in very 
large volumes worldwide without causing health problems 
(Guthrie and Perry 1980, Ware 1978), are now suspect of 
causing health problems. For example, the National Cancer 

Institute indicates that farmers and workers exposed to her- 
bicides face a much higher risk of lympathic cancer than 
others (NM Occupa, Health and Safety Bureau 1986). Farmers 
exposed to herbicides 20 or more days a year were 600% 
more likely to contract lympathic cancer. The highest cancer 
risk was associated with 2,4-D. Other carcinogens including 
cigarette smoke, radiation, and heredity were ruled out. 
Thus, even where the "total [financial] cost [of a biological 
control method] is similar to control with herbicides," biolog- 
ical control warrants further consideration. 

The high correlation between dead or dying snakeweed 
plants and evidence of E. coccineus in snakeweed roots 
(Gonzales 1987) must be put into perspective. While the 
likelihood of this insect being herbivorous or omnivorous is 
minimal as discussed by Cuda (1988), the oddity of the corre- 
lation should not be ignored for reason of not being in accord 
with current beliefs. Furthermore, while not assuming that 
because the two factors were correlated the relationship was 
necessarily one of cause and effect, I could not rule out that 
possibility on the basis of instinctive mental resistance to 
new ideas. 

In deciding whether a line of research should be followed, 
one should not be put off it merely because the idea has 
already been thought of or tried without leading to expected 
results (Beveridge 1957). If, for example, native snakeweed- 
destroying insects are being regulated by density-dependent 
natural control factor(s), it may be that their populations 
could be regulated using pheromone "confusion". Finally, 
while not encouraging abandonment of the critical attitude 
or hasty acceptance of ideas until they have been well proved 
and tried, successful research may include conventional 
and/or novel approaches (Beveridge 1957). 
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Biological Control of Snakeweed 
LAS CRUCES—Two hundred weevils were released north- 

east of Las Cruces this week (August 12) in a test of the 
biological control of snakeweed, a rangeland plant that for- 
ces out grasses and causes abortion in cattle. 

"To my knowledge, this is the first time a foreign insect has 
been used to try to control a native weed in a continental 
area," said David Richman, college assistant professor of 
entomology in New Mexico State University's Agricultural 
Experiment Station. 

Richman assisted C.J. "Jack" DeLoach, a United States 
Department of Agriculture research entomologist, with the 
release of the weevils from Argentina. DeLoach tested the 
weevils in quarantine at the Grassland, Soil and Water 
Research Laboratory at the USDA Agricultural Research 
Service in Temple, Texas, prior to the experiment. 

"During the time we've been working on it, I've made four 
trips to Argentina looking for natural enemies," DeLoach 
said of the snakeweed control project. Among the insects he 
considered for a biological control experiment, the weevil 
known only as Heilipodus vent rails appeared to be the best 
candidate for the trial release. 

The adult weevils feed on snakeweed foliage, but larvae 
attack the roots. Snakeweed has natural enemies here, but 
they are not sufficient to control its spread. Weevils and other 
insects have forestalled the takeover of rarigeland by snake- 
weed in Argentina. 

Twenty-five of the mottled-brown, long-snouted weevils 
were placed on snakeweed plants inside a net cage near Las 
Cruces this week, and 175 were released into the open 
nearby. Another 50 were to be released in Socorro County. 

The weevils have a life-cycle of about a year. Richman said 
they will be monitored carefully during the next few months 
to see that they are surviving. They are expected to repro- 
duce during the three-year test period. 

"You can test them all you want to in the laboratory, but the 
proof of the pudding is out in the field," Richman said. 

DeLoach said stringent controls are placed on foreign 
insects being considered for biological control projects in 
this country. These weevils underwent testing for five years 
before the trial release, and researchers feel confident they 
will not harm beneficial plants. 

Snakeweed, which contains the poisonous substance 
Saponin, is beieved to have originated in North America, but 
spread thousands of years ago to Argentina, where the cli- 
mate and plant life is similar to that of the American southwest. 

While the proliferation of the weed is often blamed on 
overgrazing, scientists believe many factors contributed to 
its infiltration, not all of which are known. The plant is consi- 
dered a severe threat to the cattle industry in southeast New 
Mexico, but also occurs in other areas of the state. 

Workers from New Mexico State University's entomology depart- 
ment put up a screen enclosure around a stand of snakeweed near 
Las Cruces recently for an experiment using weevils from Argentina 
in the biological control of snakeweed. Snakeweed, a ran geland 
weed that forces out grasses, contributes to erosion and causes 
abortion in cattle, is an increasing problem here, with the worst 
concentrations in the southeast quadrant of the state. (NMSU Ag 
Info photo) 
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Vegetation of the Northern Great Plains 
William 1. Barker and Warren C. Whitman 

The Northern Great Plains is a distinctive region of the 
Great Plains as a whole occupying an area about 950 miles 
long north-south, by about 500 miles wide east-west. It is 
considered to occupy that portion of the Plains lying between 
the foothills of the Rocky Mountains on the west and an 
imaginary line at the approximate 100th meridian on the east. 
The southern boundary is placed on the North Platte River 
through Wyoming and Nebraska. The northern boundary is 
at the contact between the grassland (Fescue prairie) and 
the Boreal Forest, through southeastern Alberta, the south- 
ern third of Saskatchewan, and extreme southwestern Mani- 
toba (Coupland, 1961). As a physiographic feature the 
Northern Great Plains actually extends well to the north of 
this arbitrarily fixed boundary (see map). 

About 50 percent of the Great Plains is considered to be in 
native range. The more easterly portions of the area are 
Intermingled with dryland farming areas and are used in 
combined farming-ranching operations. 

Most of the area is privately owned, supporting a sizable 
and valuable big game population made up of antelope, 
white-tailed deer, mule deer, and some elk. The great Central 
Flyway for migratory waterfowl passes through the heart of 
the area, and the numerous wetlands of the glaciated section 
are critical to the maintenance of this priceless wildlife asset. 

The primary ranching operation of the Northern Great 
Plains Is the production of beef cattle, although there are 
significant numbers of sheep produced on the western 
ranges. Most of the rangelands are considered to be year- 
long, but the grazing season is usually more limited and the 
feeding of hay and protein supplements during the winter 
months Is a necessary practice throughout most of the area. 

Physical Background 
Three geological events have had great influence in 

determining the present physical characteristics of the 
Northern Great Plains. The first was the Cretaceous sea 
which spread over the Great Plains-Rocky Mountain region 
from the Arctic Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico some 100 million 
or so years ago (Hunt 1974). 

The second major event was the great Rocky Mountain 
uplift toward the end of the Cretaceous period and the 
beginning of Tertiary period. This raised and tilted the under- 
lying plains strata. Vast amounts of sediment were washed 
from the mountains onto plains area to the east. There was 
extensive erosion of the plains strata themselves. 

The third event was the spread of the great ice sheets over 
most of the area. Through most of Pleistocene time, begin- 
ning some two million years ago and ending only about 

10,000 years ago, the Ice sheets advanced and retreated back 
and forth over a large portion of the Northern Great Plains 
area transporting vast quantities of rock and soil that they 
picked up, pulverized, and redeposited as glacial sediment 
(Bluemle 1977). 

Much of the topography in the plains area north and east of 
the Missouri River is about as it was left by the glaciers 
(Fenneman 1931). A significant feature of the glacial advance 
has been the effect on the streams of the northern plains. 
Prior to glaciation the streams of the northern plains mainly 
drained northerly, north-easterly, or easterly. The ice front 
turned the Missouri River out of its northerly course in Mon- 
tana and bent It sharply to the south in North Dakota. All the 
tributaries were blocked by ice and forced to become direct 
tributaries to the Missouri (Fenneman 1931). 

These drainage changes resulted in rapid downcutting by 
the affected streams through the soft, nearly horizontal 
strata of the plains sediments, forming the unique badlands 
areas characteristic of many of the streams. 

As the net result of these physiographic events, three rec- 
ognizable regions have been defined for the Northern Great 
Plains. These are the Alberta Plain in Canada, the Missouri 
Plateau In southern Canada and in the United States, and 
south of this a portion of the High Plains (Hunt 1974). 

The Northern Great Plains generally slopes from an alti- 
tude of 5,000 to 6,000 ft. at the base of the Rocky Mountains 
to about 1,500 to 2,000 ft. at its boundary with the Central 
Lowlands, some 500 miles to the east. 

Characteristic of the Missouri Plateau area are the often 
flattopped erosion remnants that rise several hundred feet 
above the surrounding landscape. Commonly referred to as 
buttes, these features are usually capped by erosion-resistant 
layers of sandstone, limestone, gravel, or slag formed by 
fusion of material over naturally burning coal veins. Locally 
this material is called "scoria", and its distinctive reddish 
color greatly enhances the scenic attractiveness of the 
region. 

The most significant mountain formation in the Northern 
Great Plains section is the domed mountain uplift of the 
Black Hills in western South Dakota and northeastern 
Wyoming. Erosion following the uplift of the dome has 
exposed the Precambrian crystalline rocks of the dome and 
reduced the uptilted surrounding strata. The highest peaks 
now stand about 4,000 ft. above the plains to the east. 

On the western edge of the Missouri Plateau near the 
Rocky Mountains a number of small mountain groups 
intrude into the plains. These mountains support over at 
least a portion of their extent some type of montane forest. 

Climate 

The climate of a region cannot be fully described by a 
single element such as precipitation or temperature (Packer 
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1974), but the overwhelming importance of the amount and 
seasonal distribution of precipitation in the Northern Great 
Plains cannot be overemphasized. More important than 
average precipitation is the great degree of variability in 

precipitation (Van Dyne 1975). The variation in amount and 
timeliness of precipitation from year to year has been the 
factor most emphasized in the description of the climate of 
the area. It is well-established as the factor most affecting the 
production of seeded crops and native grazable vegetation. 

The region discussed in this report is considered to have 
two major climatic patterns—a semi-arid western portion 
and a dry sub-humid eastern portion (Thornthwaite 1941). 

For the region as a whole, the winter is a drought period 
with generally less than one-fifth of the total annual precipi- 
tation occurring as snowfall, much of which does not 
become available as soil moisture. Spring and early summer 
precipitation, on the other hand, is generally quite favorable 
with upwards of 60-80 percent of the total annual precipita- 
tion being received during the period April to September. 

Weakly (1943) found from analysis of tree ring records 
from western Nebraska that in a 400-year period 154 years 
were drought years and 237 were wet years. The inevitability 
of dry years and drought seems well-established. The high 
temperatures, strong winds, and clouds of blowing dust that 
accompanied the great drought of the 30's will be long 
remembered in the northern plains. 

The frost-free period in the Northern Great Plains ranges 
from about 160 days at the southern end to about 120 days or 
less in Canada. Plant growth generally begins prior to the 
beginning of the normal frost-free period. At the extreme 
northern edge of the plains grassland and at higher eleva- 
tions, the frost-free season may be less than 100 days and 
plant growth would not be expected to begin much before 
the first of May (Coupland 1961). 

Snowfall can be expected over the region any time during 
the winter period (November-March). Total amounts of snow 
vary between 20 and 40 inches. Snow cover is more continu- 
ous toward the northern part of the area, where it commonly 
persists for three to four months. A large portion is usually 
heaped under blizzard conditions into drifts where topo- 
graphy and obstructions affect wind-flow, while open fields 
and ranges may be scoured nearly free of snow cover. 

All portions of the area experience very high summer 
temperatures and very low winter temperatures. In the 
southern portion maximum temperatures of over 100°F are 
frequently reached during the summer months, with temper- 
atures of 1100 F or over not uncommon. Temperatures below 
-40° have been recorded a number of times for this area. 
Farther north summer temperatures over 110° have been 
reached but are not common, while temperatures below 
-60°F are on record. 

Vegetation 
Basically the grassland vegetation of the Northern Great 

Plains over most of its range is surprisingly similar. Three 
major genera of grasses are distributed throughout the 
region. These are Agropyron, Stipa and Bouteloua. Within 
these genera western wheatgrass and thickspike wheatgrass 
are the major wheatgrasses. Needle-and-thread, porcupine 
grass and needlegrass are the principal needlegrasses. Only 
blue grama grass is of major importance in the Boutelous 

group, though side-oats grama becomes significant in some 
associations. 

Allowing for the incursions of the bluestem grasses, big 
bluestem and little bluestem primarily in the easterly portion 
of the area, and for rough fescue types on the north and 
along the Rocky Mountain foothills, over 80 percent of the 
grassland vegetation of the area is readily accounted for by 
associations dominated by these species. 

The map presented in this discussion distinguishes 16 
major vegetation types in the Northern Great Plains. It must 
be recognized at once that this does not represent a full 
coverage of types by any means. 'Badlands and River 
Breaks" is obviously not a vegetation type, but within these 
areas, and areas closely associated with these topographic 
breaks, at least 8 to 10 unique and distinctive vegetation 
types have been recognized by numerous investigators. 
"Montane Forest" as mapped, also involves several different 
vegetation associations, as does the designation "Riparian 
Woodlands". No attempt has been made to map wetlands, 
and specific alkaline-affected vegetation types, primarily 
because of scale difficulties, although some consideration is 
given to these in the text. 

Primary sources of the type designations, distribution, and 
boundaries have been the reports prepared by the Old West 
Regional Range Commission Committees of the various 
states: North Dakota (Shaver 1977), South Dakota (Baum- 
berger 1977), and Wyoming (Shrader 1977). For Montana the 
map prepared by Ross and Hunter (1976) has provided an 
excellent basis for delineating the types. For Nebraska vege- 
tation reliance has been placed on the map prepared by Kaul 
(1975). The rangeland resource report of Hacker and Sparks 
(1977) has also been very useful. In a number of cases com- 
position and distribution of types have been checked in 
Johnston (1987). Most mapped types have been checked 
back against the "potential natural vegetation" map of 
Kuchler (1964). In Canada type designations and distribu- 
tions have been derived primarily from the papers of Clarke, 
Campbell, and Campbell (1942), Moss and Campell (1947), 
Coupland and Brayshaw (1953), and Coupland (1950,1961). 
In this presentation the word "type" has been applied to the 
recognizably similar assemblages of plant groupings occur- 

Wheatgrass Need!egrass vegetation on ungrazea curie rop. I-rocKy 
Mountain juniper scattered on slopes. 
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ring in essentially similar landscape positions under gener- 
ally similar climatic and edaphic conditions regardless of 
ecological position. Nomenclature of plants in general fol- 
lows that of the Great Plains Flora Assoc. (1986). 

Wheatgrau—Bluutem—Ne.dlegrass Type 
The Wheatgrass-Bluestem-Needlegrass type occupies the 

eastern portion of the plains area and extends from central 
Saskatchewan to the Platte River in Nebraska. It is essen- 
tially a transitional type lying between the Bluestem prairie to 
the east and the drier Wheatgrass-Needlegrass type to the 
west. 

In North Dakota, South Dakota, and Nebraska, big blue- 
stem progressively increases as a component on the bess 
hills of central Nebraska and becomes a major dominant 
(Hopkins 1951). On drier sites orwhere severely disturbed by 
grazing pressure, throughout the Wheatgrass-Bluestem- 
Needlegrass type components from the more xeric Wheat- 
grass-Needlegrass type may become dominant including 
western wheatgrass, needle-and-thread, and blue grama as 
well as other, more xerophytic species. Through the central 
part of the Wheatgrass-Bluestem-Needlegrass (N. Dakota, 
S. Dakota) Kentucky bluegrass has increased greatly in the 
cover, and in many places is a major component of the 
vegetation. 

Scattered throughout the area from Nebraska into Canada 
are wetlands of various types. Many of these are salt-affected 
and support saline vegetation types. Dry saline-vegetation 
types are also frequent. 

Considering the full expanse of the type as mapped, the 
principal grass species of the Wheatgrass-Bluestem-Needle- 
grass type are western wheatgrass, bearded wheatgrass, 
slender wheatgrass, big bluestem, little bluestem, porcupine 
grass, needlegrass, needle-and-thread, green needlegrass, 
sideoats grama, blue grama, Junegrass, prairie sandreed, 
and now, Kentucky bluegrass. 

Wheatgrass-Needlegrass Type 
The separation of the Wheatgrass-Needlegrass and the 

Wheatgrass-Grama-Needlegrass types has been continued 
in this treatment. This separation seems to be justified 
because of the continued dominance of the mid-grass com- 
ponent (wheatgrass and needlegrass) over the shortgrass 
component (blue grama and sedges) throughout much of 
the range of the type. In the Canadian portion of the area, 
Coupland (1950) considers needlegrasses and blue grama to 
be the major dominants, with the wheatgrasses relatively 
minor in importance. In general terms the Wheatgrass- 
Needlegrass type is somewhat less xeric than the Wheat- 
grass-Grama-Needlegrass type. 

The Wheatgrass-Needlegrass type extends from mid- 
Saskatchewan to below mid-South Dakota, into eastern 
Montana and northeastern Wyoming. Considerable cropland 
has been broken out of the native sod through most of this 
area, especially in the glaciated portion east and north of the 
Missouri River. Except when closely grazed the principal 
aspect of the type is that of the mixed grass prairie with the 
mid-grasses, western wheatgrass and needle-and-thread, 
overtopping the principal shortgrass component of blue 
grama grass and sedges. 

Another grass deserving special mention in this type is 
little bluestem. This grass is often abundant and conspicu- 
ous on the raw soils of small hilltops, sideslopes, and rough 
breaks throughout the range of the type. 

Wheatgrass-Grama-Needlegrau Type 
The Wheatgrass-Grama-Needlegrass type extends from 

southeast Alberta and southwest Saskatchewan to north- 

eastern Wyoming. There is increasing importance of blue 
grama grass in the cover in relation to increasing aridity of 
the climate as the Rocky Mountains are approached. 

Considering the entire Wheatgrass-Grama-Needlegrass 
type there is no question but that blue grama grass has 
increased greatly in importance as the result of grazing. 
Buffalograss becomes increasingly important in the type, 
especially toward the southern section. 

Probably the most significant alteration of the type is the 
widespread increase of big sagebrush. Over much of the 
type this species has become so important in the cover as to 
give the type the general appearance of a sagebrush-grass 
type. Big sagebrush extends into western North Dakota, 
South Dakota, and Nebraska, but dwarf sagebrush seems to 
be the major sagebrush species on the eastern and northern 
fringes of the type and the primary sagebrush species which 
extends eastward into the Wheatgrass-Needlegrass type. 

Wh.atgrass-Grama Type 
Baumberger (1977) has designated the vegetation found 

throughout the type and buffalograss becomes increasingly 
important with increase in grazing pressure. 

Blue Grama—Buffabograss Type 
On the tablelands of northwestern Nebraska and extend- 

ing into Wyoming north of the North Platte River, the Blue 
Grama-Buffalograss type is developed (Kaul 1975). This 
appears to be an extension of the northern grama-buffabograss 
prairie of Kuchler (1974). While the midgrasses, western 
wheatgrass, needle-and-thread, and others are present to 
some extent, the aspect of the vegetation is definitely that of 
the shortgrass type. 

Wheatgrass-Grama-Needle grass type. Most of the basal area 01 
the type is provided by blue grama grass but mid-grasses are 
prominent. 
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Sandhllls Prairie Type 
The vegetation of the great sandhills area of Nebraska has 

been mapped as Sandhilis Prairie. This great grassland area 
extends a short distance into South Dakota and is commonly 
given an area of 17,000 to 18,000 square miles. The area 
supports a grassland cover that has shown surprisingly little 
degeneration since grazing of domestic livestock began in 
the region (Branson 1985). The vegetation is fundamentally 
that of a tall grass prairie with big bluestem, little bluestem, 
and blustem, prairie sandreed, needle-and-thread, sand 
dropseed, Indian ricegrass, switchgrass as major species. 
Typical blowouts with characteristic vegetation are found in 
the area, particularly in the drier, western portion of the type. 
Here such additional species as blowout grass, sandhill 
muhly, and sand dropseed occur. 

The sandhills area is dotted with many wetland areas sup- 
porting dense aquatic vegetation, and abundant wildlife 
populations. Other sandhill areas are scattered throughout 
the Northern Great Plains. Many of these areas are quite 
small and separate mapping of them was impossible. 

Foothills Prairie 
The fescue grassland, originally dominated by the tus- 

sock-forming rough fescue, and commonly associated with 
the dark soils fringing the boreal forests zone in Alberta and 
Saskatchewan, has here been designated as Foothills Prairie. 

Pacific Bunchgrass Type 
Only a small area in south-central Montana has been 

mapped as representing the Pacific Bunchgrass type. The 
type has been so designated because bluebunch wheatgrass 
is usually the major dominant, as in the bunchgrass vegeta- 
tion west of the Rocky Mountains. Idaho fescue is present in 
some situations, especially at higher altitudes, but in many 
cases is poorly represented in the cover or may be entirely 
absent. 

Badlands and River Breaks 
The vegetation of the badlands and steep river breaks 

throughout most of the Northern Great Plains is so distinc- 
tive and unique that it deserves separate classification. It has 
already been mentioned that the major badlands areas in the 
region are between the Cheyenne and White rivers in South 
Dakota (mainly along the White River) and along the Little 
Missouri River in North Dakota. Extensive areas of badlands 
also occur in southeastern and south central Montana along 
the tributary drainages of the Yellowstone and Missouri 
River. Both the Yellowstone and the Missouri rivers have 
numerous sharply eroded breaks, steep blufls, and essen- 
tially badlands areas, throughout much of their courses 
through the upper plains (see map). 

Characteristics of these steep, eroded broken areas are 
abrupt changes in the nature of the exposed soil and geolog- 
ical materials, in topography, slope, exposure, degree of 
erosion, and sodium accumulations. At the same time there 
are intermixed gentle slopes, rounded knolls, and nearly 
level plateau-like remnants which show considerable soil 
development. Corresponding to the abrupt changes in eda- 
phic and micro-environmental factors are abrupt changes in 
vegetation patterns. In general, north- and east-facing slopes 
have more mesic conditions, while south- and west-facing 
slopes may be extremely xeric. 

Pine Savanna 
The woody vegetation type characterized by scattered 

stands of ponderosa pine frequently associated with Rocky 
Mountain juniper, which occurs extensively on the rough 
uplands through central and eastern Montana Into north- 
western Wyoming, western South Dakota, and to a very 
limited extent in western North Dakota, has been here desig- 
nated as the Pine Savanna type. 

Black Hills Pine Forest 
The Black Hills Pine Forest is by far the largest single 

forest unit in the Northern Great Plains and has been des- 
cribed in detail by Mcintosh (1931). Over most of its range in 
the higher hills ponderosa pine grows in open park-like 
stands. On the foothills the pines become more scattered, 
taking on the savanna-like appearance previously described. 
In some cases second-growth trees form dense, nearly 
closed stands. In the deep cool canyons of the interior 
ranges white spruce is found. Associated with the spruce is 
paper birch. 

White River Badlands showing well-grassed, nearly level areas 
contrasting with stark, eroded, barren class slopes. 

Abundant dwarf sagebrush on terrace above creek development 
of sagebrush-grass complex. 
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The grasses of the mixed prairie extend into the foothills, 
the pine savanna and the larger park-like areas of the major 
forest region. Included are western wheatgrass, bluebunch 
wheatgrass, needle-and-thread, green needlegrass, prairie 
junegrass, blue grama, hairy grama, and buffalograss. Nee- 
dieleaf and threadleaf sedges are common. In some places 
tall grass prairie remnants are found with big and little blue- 
stem, Indian grass, side-oats grama, and prairie sandreed as 
major species. Forbs of both grassland types are those 
common to the types. 

Montane Forest 
Forests found on the upper levels of the Rocky Mountain 

outliers in western Montana and on the Cypress Hills in 
Saskatchewan have been placed in this category. These 
forests are not of the same composition in all cases. Most 
frequently the vegetation at all but the highest elevations is 
forest-grass complexes, with Douglas fir and ponderosa 
pine being the principal tree species. 

Upland Woodlands 
Scattered across the northern plains are various types of 

tree growth which have been categorized here as Upland 
Woodlands. Most commonly these are associations domi- 
nated by (1)aspen; (2) buroak; (3) green ash; or (4) junipers. 
Normally these types are associated with favorable habitats, 
and do not make up any sizable portion of the total vegeta- 
tion. However, to the north into Canada and at higher eleva- 
tions westward, the aspen becomes increasingly abundant. 
To the south and west the junipers become more important. 

Common associates in such situations are ponderosa pine 
and shrubs such as big sagebrush, bitterbrush buckbrush, 
fragrant sumac, and rabbitbrush. Western wheatgrass, blue- 
bunch wheatgrass, thickspike wheatgrass, blue grama, Ken- 
tucky bluegrass, and other grasses from the surrounding 
grassland are common. Dense stands on north and east- 
facing slopes in western North Dakota have a characteristic 
grass, little ricegrass, as a part of the understory. 

Riparlan Woodlands 
By far the most important riparian woodland type in the 

northern Great Plains is the Cottonwood Type which occurs 

on the floodplains of the larger rivers and streams, in subirri- 
gated valleys, and as small groves or as scattered individual 
trees along minor drainages. The cottonwood is the domi- 
nant tree, with green ash, boxelder, American elm, hack- 
berry, peach-leaved willow, and occasionally bur oak as 
associates. The junipers, Rocky mountain juniper and to the 
south eastern red cedar, may become common in the type. 
The sandbar willow sometimes forms dense thickets along 
the stream bank side of the woodland. 

Two other riparian woodland types come into the borders 
of the Northern Great Plains from the East. These are the 
Elm-Ash type and the Elm-Ash-Basswood or Plains Hard- 
wood type (Clambey 1986). The Elm-Ash-Basswood type 
occurs mostly outside the Northern Great Plains area, with 
one notable exception. In northern Nebraska the type 
extends far up the Niobrara River to meet and mingle with 
ponderosa pine (Kaul 1975). Small extensions of the type 
also occur along the Elkhorn and Loup Rivers in the same 
general region. 
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The CMR: An Enigma for Range Managers 
Kim Enkerud and John R. Lacey 

The Charles M. Russell National Wildlife Refuge (CMR)— 
Intriguing, beautiful, formidable, and controversial (Figure 
1). Its management is a lesson for the range management 
profession. 

Biological decisions affecting management on the CMR 
have been, and continue to be, made in the political arena. 
Unfortunately, the process of educating and informing poli- 
ticians and their staffs of the goals and objectives of range 
management was never completed. An Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) has been written on the management of the 
CMR. Comments in It are laced with emotion, prejudice, bias, 
and the 'I-am-right" attitude: 

1. "Your response to my letter ... says that the eco- 
nomic impact will be Insignificant to the region. I can 
assure you that this is not correct because I have not seen 
any prairie dogs paying property taxes to educate our 
school children, spending money for machinery..." 

2. "The range which is 92 percent good and excellent 
condition needs no reduction in livestock or wildlife 
ungulates. The 33 percent overall reduction in livestock 
grazing is unwarranted. The utilization cuts used by CMR 
to compute stocking rates and proposed livestock reduc- 
tions are unreasonable and not based on practical or 
scientifically sound data." 

3. "While the FWS economic analysis indicates no 
impact to the regional economy if livestock reductions 
are implemented, it does recognize that a few individual 
livestock operators would be substantially impacted. 
While this is unfortunate and regrettable, it does not 
seem significant enough to warrant further delay in the 

Authors are Natural Resources Coordinator, Montana Stockgrowers Associa- 
tion, Helena, Montana; and Extension Range Management Specialist, Mon- 
tana State University. Bozeman. Photos courtesy of Bob Ross, Range Consul- 
tant, Bozeman. Montana. (The Enkerud family ranches in northeastern 
Montana and has permits to graze cattle on the CMR.) 

Range condition on the CMR is an answer to a stockman's dream. 
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assure you that this is not correct because I have not seen 
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school children, spending money for machinery..." 
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ungulates. The 33 percent overall reduction in livestock 
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to compute stocking rates and proposed livestock reduc- 
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Range condition on the CMR is an answer to a stockman's dream. 
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implementation of these reductions." 

4. "We feel that at least a 33% reduction in grazing 
would be beneficial to that range forwildlife use. It would 
also allow a means to control the rancher that consist- 
ently overgrazes the areas leased to him." 

5. "I was totally surprised that cattle grazing was 
allowed on this delicate and most fragile section of the 
Great Plains. I am not only in favor of the 33% reduction 
of grazing but am in favor of totally discontinuing the 
practice all together." 

It is difficult, if not impossible, for the political process to 
manage resources when the public is so divided. To assess 
what went wrong on the CMR, the environment, government 
intervention and current controversy are reviewed. The les- 
son learned should reduce the occurrence of similar mci- 
dences. 

Prairie, elk, wolves, grizzlies, bison, deer, antelope, Au- 
dubon's bighorn sheep, and black-footed ferret are "natives" 
of the region. The "Breaks" were hunted by bands of Black- 
feet, Gros Ventre, Assiniboine, Crow, Cree, and Shoshone. 
During the early 1800's, the explorers Meriwether Lewis and 
William Clark, natural scientist Alexander Maximillian, and 
artist Karl Bodmer travelled up the Missouri River and stu- 
died the region. Mountain men, miners, traders, and military 
men soon followed. After eliminating bison and taming Indi- 
ans in the 1870's, early stockmen and optimistic settlers were 
able to move into the region. 

The region was, and remains, well-suited for livestock 
production. After 100 years, range livestock-related earnings 
contribute over 70% of the agricultural receipts. Agriculture 
is the largest single income-producing sector of the regional 
economy. 

Government Interaction 
The CMR was established as the "Fort Peck Game Range" 

by President Franklin Roosevelt in 1936. It stretches 125 
miles along the Missouri River and embraces 1,094,301 acres 
of land and water (Figure 2). Its charter reserved forage for 
wildlife, particularly sharptail grouse and antelope. Excess 
forage "...except as...provided... to wildlife" shall be made 

available to livestock under provisions of the Taylor Grazing 
Act. Wildlife and livestock management were placed under 
the responsibility of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) 
and Bureau of Land Management (BLM), respectively. 

The Game Range was renamed after Charlie Russell in 
1963. Many old timers suspect that the current anti-livestock 
philosophy and policies of the FWS caused Montana's most 
famous artist to roll over in his grave. 

Current Controversy 
Controversy has been increasing on the CMR since 1976, 

when responsibility for livestock management was trans- 
ferred from the BLM to the FWS. Currently, BLM retains 
management authority over the Upper Missouri National 
Wild and Scenic River, while the Corps of Engineers (COE) 
has primary jurisdiction of 588,464 acres, including the 
249,000 acre Fort Peck Reservoir. The Montana Department 
of Fish, Wildlife and Parks and FWS share responsibility for 
wildlife. 

Eighty-seven livestock operators have permits to graze on 
CMR. Fifteen are dependent on the Refuge for more than 30 
percent of their annual AUM requirements, ten operators get 
from 20-30 percent of their annual needs, and 62 operators 
get less than 20 percent of their annual forage requirements 
from the CMR. 

The FWS is currently reducing livestock grazing by about 
33 percent over a five-year period. Habitat management 
plans, either with or without permittee cooperation, are 
being developed for each allotment. Many plans include 
fencing the refuge boundary and continuous season-long 
grazing. These decisions are being implemented without the 
endorsement of the range management profession. 

A range survey was conducted on the refuge in 1978, in 
accordance with the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) National 
Range Handbook. Range sites were identified, and plant 
species were compared with the range site guide criteria at 
climax to obtain range condition. Range conditions on graz- 
ing allotments were: excellent, 18 percent; good, 74 percent; 
fair, 7 percent; and poor, 1 percent. Poor range conditions 
were associated with prairie dog towns. The CMR may well 
be the largest contiguous range in the United States, of 
which 92 percent is in good and/or excellent condition (Fig- 
ure3). 

The Lesson Learned from the CMR 

Figure 2. The CMR is located on the "Missouri Breaks" region of 
northeastern Montana. 

The BLM, Forest Service, Extension Service, Montana 
Department of Natural Resources and Conservation, Mon- 
tana Association of Conservation Districts, and Montana 
Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks actively participate in 
a Coordinated Resource Management Plan. However, the 
FWS has refused to participate. Thus, the normal process of 
mutual communication has been stymied. 

The challenge on the CMR was really how to deal with 
people. Range managers should have understood the ten- 
sion and conflict between government officials and livestock 
producers. Friction was unavoidable as livestock producers 
struggled for survival, with the FWS solely promoting wildlife 
interests. Ranchers have always distrusted government offi- 
cials. What the FWS employees viewed as "doing their job", 
the rancher viewed as another attempt to remove him from 
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the livestock business. Consequently, controversy and frus- 
tration were inevitable. 

Preventing problems from occurring would have been eas- 
ier than trying to solve the current crisis. To prevent future 
enigmas, several strategies for improving the range manag- 
er's "politicking" are recommended. 

Know How Government Is Structured 
People in the executive and legislative branches of govern- 

ment are politicians. Most are elected to represent a particu- 
lar area. They have aides (or a staff) to help get things done. 
To be successful, politicians must serve their parties' inter- 
est. You have an opportunity to increase their awareness of, 
and help them understand, natural resource problems. Do 
not hesitate to provide advice and counsel when it is 

requested. 
Know Something about People 

Learn the limits of people's perspectives. Empathize with 
what they seek to protect. Get a glimpse of their prejudices. 
Be understanding of the emotional need to "save face" or 
look good. The political process is geared to compromise. 
It's the name of the game and must be done graciously. 
Be Honest with Everyone Including Yourself 

Be truthful when telling your story. Show both sides—even 
if its hurts. People may disagree with you, but most admire 
honesty and hate dishonesty. If you expect good results from 

Many professionals in range management get so wrapped 
up in their own work, they forget about others. Help yourself 
by educating other groups and people about what you do. It 
will pay, in terms of a better, more satisfying professional job 
in the management of the resource. Be visible, open, and 
available. Form a good image of yourself and who you 
represent. 

The four steps to understanding and working with the 
political process can be learned through trial and error. 
However, trial and error is often a slow, painful process. 
Courses designed to enhance an individual's political effec- 
tiveness would be a valuable addition to agricultural curricula. 

Ninety-two percent of the CMR range is in good and excel- 
lent ecological condition (Figure 4). The condition is attribu- 
table to cooperative management between private interests 
and government agencies. 

Regardless of private interests or government interven- 
tion, the CMR will continue to be drained by the Missouri 
River and be home to antelope, prairie chickens, deer, elk, 
and other wildlife. Recreational use will increase. Under FWS 
jurisdiction, we feel that livestock grazing will be phased out. 
The frustration and bitterness currently experienced by 
livestock permittees and other multiple-interest groups will 
increase. In our opinion, the "quality of life" for which the 
CMR is famous will deteriorate. 

Figure 4. Cooperative management between ranchers and govern- 
ment agencies has maintained and (or) produced excellent plant 
communities for wildlife, watershed, and livestock needs. 

the political process, you must provide the system with good 
information. 

Work Hard to Participate with Other Groups 

Figure 3. Cattle do not have to travel far from water to find grass on 
the CMR. 
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Multi-Species Grazing and Marketing 
Hudson A. Glimp 

Several factors influence the use of the nation's grass- 
lands. Biological efficiency, often the primary consideration 
in research, Is important but may be overshadowed by public 
policy, economic factors, and producer attitudes. The grass- 
lands of the eastern and southeastern U.S. and from Texas 
through the southern great plains and the eastern portion of 
the northern great plains are largely privately owned. The 11 
western states, however, vary from 40 percent to over 70 
percent public lands, which means that the producer has 
little control over actual land use. The major constraints to 
efficient land use in the western range states are: livestock 
water, low or unpredictable rainfall, limited ground water 
resources; poor range conditions resulting from brush or 
undesirable forb and grass invasion and/or mismanage- 
ment; changing demands for public land use; regulations 
restricting management control of factors affecting range- 
land use (i.e.—predator control, fencing, etc.); and local 
economic conditions. 

Multi-species grazing provides a viable method for improv- 
ing biological and economic efficiency of rangelands utiliza- 
tion. Multi-species grazing has been widely used by produc- 
ers in some limited areas of the U.S. for over 75 years, but was 
never practiced or has declined significantly in other areas. 
Ranchers in the Edwards Plateau region of Texas recognized 
long ago that there were benefits to adding sheep to their 
cattle operations, and if they had brush or browse, adding 
goats further enhanced range improvements and potential 
economic benefits. Where these mixed species grazing prac- 
tices have been maintained, range conditions are generally 
superior to those where they have been abandoned. In the 
Southeast, the lack of available market outlets for sheep and 
goats has been a major constraint to the practice. Increasing 
pressure from predators and transient economic factors 
have contributed to the decline of the practice in the 
Southwest. Economic conditions coupled with land use pol- 
icies have been the primary constraints to multi-species 
grazing in the public lands states of the West. There is 
renewed interest in multi-species grazing among ranchers, 
public land managers, and researchers. This interest is due 
to a growing recognition that multi-species grazing may 
enchance plant use and animal productivity and may improve 
economic efficiency. 

Biological Efficiency 
The primary factor affecting the appropriateness of multi- 

species grazing is Its biological efficiency. The important 
components of biological efficiency are: the ability of the 
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grazing system to exploit the selective grazing habits of the 
different animal species in the system; the diversity of the 
plant species on the land to be grazed; and the extent to 
which animal performance may be affected by the grazing 
system. The effects of some specific grazing management 
practices on biological efficiency of multi-species grazing 
are not clearly understood. Some of the less understood 
effects of the grazing practices are: short duration rotation 
grazing vs. continuous grazing, substitution rates among 
livestock and/or wildlife species, grazing the species separ- 
ately or together, and the desired effects of the grazing sys- 
tem on the plant community. 

Kothmann (1983) stated that the gap between research on 
grazing systems and management practices is resulting in 
grazing management systems being developed as an "art" by 
trial and error. He emphasized the importance of controlled 
studies that compare different management practices with 
respect to plant, animal, and economic responses. A review 
of the literature also emphasizes the need for such studies on 
the subject of multi-species grazing. The most comprehen- 
sive reviews of the literature on this subject have been con- 
ducted by Nolan and Connolly (1977), Rector (1983), and the 
participants in the conference on multi-species grazing 
hosted by Winrock International Livestock Center (Baker 
and Jones 1985). 

Diet Selectivity and Dietary Overlap 
Many studies have documented relative differences in the 

selective grazing habits of livestock and wildlife species. 
Cattle diets generally contain fewer plant species and a 
higher percentage of grasses than sheep and goat diets 
(Fraps and Gory 1940). Sheep tend to eat a higher proportion 
of leaf material than cattle (Kothmann 1968, 1977), more 
forbs than cattle and goats (McMahan 1964; Cook et al. 
1967), and species that are very low in available quantities 
(Bishop et al. 1975; Taylor 1985). Goats select a wider variety 
of plant species (Fraps and Gory 1940), select more browse 
than cattle or sheep (McMahan 1964), and are more oppor- 
tunistic grazers because they readily shift plant species 
grazed when advantageous (Fraps and Gory 1940; Taylor 
1985). 

Multi-species grazing research started in the U.S. over 50 
years ago in the Edwards Plateau region of Texas. Taylor 
(1985) summarized most the Texas studies Involving cattle, 
sheep, goats, and white-tailed deer, alone or in various com- 
binations. The results indicated that grass is a major compo- 
nent of all animal diets except for deer; that cattle are primar- 
ily grass consumers, although they will aggressively graze 
non-grass materials at certain times of the year; that sheep 
eat more forbs than do cattle and less browse than goats; that 
goats consume more browse and less grass than cattle and 
sheep; and that Spanish goats are more aggressive browsers 
than Angora goats due to their larger size and ability to graze 
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in dense brush. Rector (1983) concluded that cattle diets 
were not affected by presence of sheep or goats, but in the 
case of sheep and goats the presence of one species affected 
the diet of the other. Grazing cattle in combination with 
sheep and/or goats tended to consistently increase biologi- 
cal efficiency through improved animal performance, more 
uniform forage use, and In some situations increased land 
carrying capacity. 

Cook (1985) summarized several studies conducted on 
northern Utah foothill rangelands. Sheep generally con- 
sumed approximately 17% of the grass, 51% of the forbs and 
57% of the browse produced when grazed alone, while cattle 
consumed 52% of the grass, 20% of the forbs and 18% of the 
browse when grazed alone. When grazed in common, all 
three forage classes received approximately 50% use. When 
grazing cows and calves and ewes and lambs in common, 
biological efficiency was increased by 67% over cows and 
calves alone and by 31% over ewes and lambs alone. When 
grazing ewes and lambs in common with steers, the biologi- 
cal efficiency was increased by 91% when compared to 
sheep alone and by 19% when compared to steers grazed 
alone. 

Wildlife are an important component of multi-species graz- 
ing systems on U.S. rangelands. Dietary overlap of wildlife 
species with domestic livestock is of concern to both public 
lands managers and private landowners where fee hunting is 
an important income source. Hansen and Reid (1975) and 
Olsen and Hansen (1977), In studies conducted on the Red 
Desert of Wyoming, reported that dietary overlap of cattle vs. 
elk was 55%, cattle vs. sheep was 35%, elk vs. sheep was 30%, 
sheep vs. antelope was 21%, and 8% for cattle vs. antelope. 
McCracken and Hansen (1981), in a study conducted in 
south central Colorado on xeric sites with shrub steppe and 
pinyon-juniper vegetation and mesic sites with a typical 
forested grasslands vegetation, reported dietary overlaps of 
53% for sheep vs. cattle, 46% for sheep vs. elk, 39% for cattle 
vs. elk, 15% for sheep vs. mule deer, 10% for cattle vs. mule 
deer, and 30% for mule deer vs. elk. The Texas studies sum- 
marized by Taylor (1985), generally indicate no competitive 
problems with white-tail deer vs. cattle or sheep. However, 
goats and particularly Spanish goats, are competitive with 
white-tail deer under heavy grazing pressure. 

Optimum Land Use and Multi-species Grazing 
Certain rangelands may be better suited for grazing by a 

single species of livestock. For example, tall grass prairies 
are better suited for cattle grazing than for sheep or goats. 
Stemmy bunchgrasses are also better suited for cattle. Some 
lands heavily infested with palatable brush species may be 
better suited to goats than sheep. As topography and vegeta- 
tion become more diverse, common use tends to improve 
utilization (Cook 1954; Stoddard and Smith 1943; Smith 
1965; Merrill et al. 1966). As the number of plant species 
available and the forage classes (grasses, forbs, browse) 
become more uniformly represented, the likelihood of suc- 
cessful multi-species grazing increases. Sheep tend to 
prefer upland grazing sites and will avoid wetlands, while 
cattle tend to prefer lowland sites and are not averse to 
grazing wetlands. This principle has resulted in one of the 
more productive summer mountain grazing ranges in the 
Targhee National Forest in Idaho, where sheep from the U.S. 

Sheep Experiment Station have been rotated for over 20 
years in alternate years with cattle. Cattle tend to prefer the 
Riparian zones and other lowland areas, but little damage is 
evident since these areas tend to be avoided by sheep in the 
alternate years. Sheep tend to better utilize the upland sites, 
steeper slopes and higher elevation short grass ranges than 
cattle in alternate years. 

It is important to consider animal behavior In planning 
grazing systems. Squires (1978) suggests that livestock dis- 
tribution is influenced by social factors, water distribution, 
shade, wind direction and velocity, and interactions of these 
factors. Anderson et al. (1985), in studies at the Jornada 
Experimental Range in New Mexico on common use of range 
by cattle and sheep, observed little overlap in spatial use of 
areas within paddocks, which indicated greater total use of 
forages produced. The only exception to this was some over- 
lap during periods of ephemeral plant growth. 

Another project at the Jornada Range (Hulet and Ander- 
son, 1987) is the bonding of cattle and sheep, enabling sheep 
to graze very close to cattle and be protected by the cattle 
from predators. The extent to which this bonding influences 
intakes and selectivity of the sheep and cattle is not fully 
understood at this time, and is being investigated. 

Grazing management can influence animal diet selectivity, 
and provide an opportunity to optimize benefits from com- 
mon use. As grazing pressure increases and/or available 
forage declines, dietary overlap increases (Merrill and Young 
1954; Cook et al. 1967). Seasonal variations in forage availa- 
bility, palatability of various plant species, and the amount of 
green vs. dead material can greatly influence dietary overlap 
(Van Dyne and Heady 1965; Thedford et al. 1971). It is likely 
that the high intensity—low frequency or short duration 
grazing systems currently being advocated will not enhance 
multi-species grazing strategies. The primary benefit of 
these systems is often promoted as reduced diet selectivity 
and more uniform paddock use, which may be the primary 
benefit of common use grazing. The long-term biological 
and economic benefits of these grazing strategies remain to 
be proven on more arid rangeland with shorter growing seasons. 

Manipulating the plant community through multi-species 
grazing has been used as a range management tool. Taylor 
(1985) emphasizes the need to understand management 
objectives in terms of (1) control of brush or (2) use of brush 
in a grazing program, and outlines several general principles 
to follow in developing a management plan. Several studies 
in Utah have demonstrated the value of the grazing animal in 
manipulating forage composition. Cattle were used by Frisch- 
knecht and Harris (1973) in spring grazing of grasses to 
maintain or increase shrubs for deer winter forage, and 
summer grazing by sheep was used to control sagebrush 
where grass was a desired species. Goats were used by 
Provenza (1981) to manipulate blackbrush, stimulate stem 
growth, and make it more palatable and nutritious for cattle. 
Bowns (1985) discusses the use of goats in northern Utah to 
control oak mottes, thereby reducing competition of this 
plant with more desirable shrubs used by wintering mule 
deer. 

On a personal note, many producers in my home county of 
Burnet in Texas have been forced out of sheep and goat 
production due to predator problems. One can identify to the 
year when these enterprises were abandoned by the size of 
the cedar trees observed while driving down the road. 
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Observing this progressive range deterioration is a sad 
experience. 

Economic Considerations 
Economic benefits from multi-species grazing must be 

derived from improved production efficiency of the land and 
improved risk management of capital and cash flow. Research 
that develops economic models must be conducted along 
with the development of biological models when evaluating 
grazing systems and management practices. Since range 
management is a long-term proposition, the rancher must 
evaluate the relative long-term expected costs and returns 
from the various species that could be managed in his pro- 
duction situations, the constraints to production of the var- 
ious animal species he could use, and the long-term land use 
management or improvement objectives. 

Again, a good example is the multi-species grazing situa- 
tion in the Edwards Plateau region of Texas. In Burnet 
County, Texas, the average stocking rate for much of the 
county is 20-25 acres per animal unit on the annual basis, 
with leasing rates of $6 to $7 per AUM. Deer hunting leases 
sell for $300-$500 per person, with an average acreage lease 
size of 100 acres per hunter. At 20 acres per cow unit and $6 
per month per cow, the income from cattle leases on 100 
acres would be approximately $360, which is about the same 
as from a deer lease having only average hunting quality. The 
rancher with average or better deer hunting in Burnet 
County must carefully evaluate any change in grazing man- 
agement or land improvement programs in terms of their 
consequences to the deer population. 

Another example and misconception is the general view 
that public lands of the West are leased to ranchers at sub- 
stantially below market value. The average monthly cost of 
herders, camptender, vehicle operations, predator control 
and/or losses and other expenses at the U.S. Sheep Experi- 
ment Station are approaching $2 per ewe per month, which is 

comparable for commercial producers in the region. At 6 
ewes per AUM, we are at a cost disadvantage to the Burnet, 
Texas producer that can lease fenced sheep pasture at $1 per 
ewe per month. The non-land costs of range management 
are therefore very important to the rancher in developing his 
grazing program, and may preclude conversion to a grazing 
program that is clearly the most efficient biologically and 
may even maximize gross income. 

The extent to which multi-species grazing may improve 
land and/or animal productivity was extensively reviewed 
and discussed by Nolan and Connolly (1977) and in several 
papers presented at the Winrock conference (Baker and 
Jones 1985). The positive responses to multi-species graz- 
ing generally appear to be more in terms of improved animal 
performance and more uniform use of the plant species, 
rather than from potential increases in stocking rates. 

The problem in the ranching industry is not understanding 
what we are marketing. Too many ranchers think they are in 
the cattle business, sheep business, or whatever their spe- 
cific enterprises may be when their actual business is 
appropriate and proper land use. The first principle to under- 
stand is what the land resource base can produce on a 
sustainable basis, how this might be manipulated by man- 

agement to enhance productivity, and how to most effi- 
ciently harvest what the land will produce. We must then 

determine how best to market what we can produce. The 
primary product from rangelands is forage, and the market- 
able products are beef, lamb, wool, mohair, leasing for hunt- 
ing, etc. 

One of the first economic principles of business manage- 
ment is risk management. The economically astute rancher 
of today understands risk management, and one of the basic 
principles of risk management is expanded market options. 
Therefore, the most obvious potential economic benefits of 
multi-species grazing would be more product to market 
through improved forage use and more products through 
which to market the forage such as Iamb, wool, beef, mohair; 
or even feeder lambs, slaughter lambs, and breeding stock 
within the sheep enterprise as an example. The increased 
marketable product diversity significantly improves the risk 
management. 

The other potential economic benefit most obvious is the 
potentially improved cash flow with multi-species grazing 
enterprises. The cow-calf producer, for example, may do 
some limited culling at calving, but has most of his annual 
sales at weaning time. Adding sheep adds lamb, wool, and 
cull ewes to the marketable products and probably increases 
to at least six months the times of the year in which income is 
generated. Adding goats or fee hunting further distributes 
income flow. A more continuous cash flow has the potential 
to reduce interest costs, and certainly makes a lender 
happier. 

There are potential negative economic consequences of 
multi-species grazing. The individual must determine if it is 
biologically feasible to add a second or third animal species 
to his ranching system. He must determine whether or not 
there are technical constraints to producing the added spe- 
cies, such as poisonous plants, predators, climatic condi- 
tions, etc. He must also make certain that there are adequate 
market outlets for the products to be produced. Adding a 
second animal species to the system complicates manage- 
ment by requiring a broader knowlege base and by increas- 
ing facilities and equipment requirements. It also has the 
potential of diluting marketing strength In the primary enter- 
prise, since adding a species generally requires reducing the 
number in the other species. 

Summary 
Additional information is needed to fully understand the 

appropriateness of multi-species grazing in the various 
range ecosystems. The biological understanding of factors 
such as diet selectivity, dietary overlap and grazing behavior 
of the various domestic and wildlife species continues to 
increase. The effects of specific grazing management prac- 
tices on the biological efficiency of multi-species grazing are 
less understood. These include grazing practices such as 
short duration rotational grazing vs. continuous grazing, 
substitution rates among the livestock and/or wildlife spe- 
cies, grazing the species separately or together, and the 
desired effects of the grazing system on the plant commun- 
ity. Economic decision-making models are clearly needed to 
assist the educator and range manager In determining its 
appropriateness to specific situations. 

It is obvious that, in many rangeland situations, multi- 
species grazing should be practiced more than it is today. 
Those ranchers that have maintained productive and diversi- 
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tied livestock enterprises are generally more economically 
sound than those that have followed the trend toward spe- 
cialization. The associated benefits to range condition with 
multi-species grazing are equally as important to the range 
manager. 
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Buffeigrass—South Texas Wonder Grass 
C. Wayne Hanseika 

Grass is a precious resource in the hot, dry south Texas 
brush country. Historically, desirable climax grasses such as 
plains bristlegrass, pink pappusgrass, and windm iligrasses 
have been heavily grazed, making them scarce on most 
ranges. Some range sites support hardy turfgrasses such as 
curlymesqulte or buffalograss. Forage quality is low in win- 
ter and during the frequent drouths. Brush species such as 
guajillo, colima, guayucan, and others provide some quality 
browse during stress periods. Overall, however, grass pro- 
duction and quality is low with consequent low livestock 
carrying capacities. 

It is often necessary for the rancher to provide supplemen- 
tal feeds to keep cattle in good condition. In fact, emergency 
feed during drought is often necessary for cattle survival. It is 
obvious that a high producing, nutritious forage grass is 
necessary for the advancement of livestock ranching In the 
region. Buffelgrass fills this void. 

A hardy native of South Africa, buffelgrass was first intro- 
duced Into Texas as early as 1917. Those early plantings 
failed because they were too far north and on "heavy" clay 
soils. In 1947 it was successfully grown at San Antonio, and 
subsequent trials in the lower brush country were resound- 
ing successes. Efforts were made to quickly get seed to 
commercial growers and distributors. By the time seed 
became commercially available, south Texas was in the 
seven-year drouth of the early 1950s. However, buffelgrass 
established itself and thrived despite the dry weather. The 
grass has since spread throughout the area and is presently 
growing on more than 1.7 million acres. 

Texas DIstributIon and OrIgins 
Buffelgrass is not cold-tolerant and is restricted to south 

Texas by freezing winter temperatures farther north. The 
general area of adaptability is bounded on the north by U.S. 
Highway 90 from Del Rio to San Antonio. From San Antonio, 
this imaginary line arcs to the southeast to Beeville before 
turning south. It then parallels the coast about 40 miles from 
the shoreline. The southern range of buffelgrass extends 
well into northern Mexico. 

Dr. E.C. Bashaw, an USDA-ARS plant breeder and buffel- 
grass expert headquartered at Texas A&M University, believes 
buffelgrass originated in the Transvaal and Cape Provinces 
of South Africa. Buffelgrass then spread northward through- 
out the drier regions of Africa and into the arid grasslands of 
western India. The soils and climatic conditions in its native 
countries and in southwest Texas and Mexico are similar, 
thus the excellent performance of buffelgrass here is not 
surprising. 

Buffelgrass grows readily on the sandy loam soils that are 
widely spread in south Texas. However, there are areas 
within this region that are not suitable for stand establish- 
ment. High salinities, deep sand, tight clay, or poor surface 
drainage severely inhibits buffelgrass. High water tables also 
present problems in maintaining stands. As a result, buffel- 
grass does not do well on the coastal plain or on the large 
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areas of salty soils and deep sandy sites in the region. 
The lack of cold tolerance exhibited by buffelgrass is com- 

plicated by Infrequent freezes in south Texas. These may 
occur suddenly and temperatures may drop from the 70's to 
freezing within a few hours. Stands are likely to be freeze- 
damaged when this occurs. A hard freeze in 1983-84 des- 
troyed large acreages of the grass in south Texas. 

Buffeigrass is relatively free of disease and insect pests in 
the U.S. although the spittlebug is a major problem in Mex- 
ico. Fortunately, this insect has not been reported north of 
the U.S.-Mexico border. When spittlebug infestations are 
high, large portions of infested buffelgrass stands may be 
lost. In the 1960's, grasses on over a million acres of Mexican 
rangeland were destroyed by the pest. The resulting losses 
to cattlemen amounted to more than 500 million pesos annually. 

Production and NutritIonal CharacterIstIcs 
A variety of factors will influence the total production of a 

buffelgrass stand. Soil depth and texture, temperatures, pre- 
cipitation and soil moisture, and extent of top removal are 
examples of such environmental agents. Total buffelgrass 
production is directly related to soil basal cover and plant 
density. 

Soil type and its associated moisture relationships and 
fertility will also determine potential forage production. As 
discussed earlier, the grass produces best on sandy loam 
soils and is marginal on clay loams. It produces poorly on 
sands because of low water holding capacities and fertility of 
sandy soils. 

Buffelgrass production is also very responsive to precipi- 
tation and temperature. Measurements have shown that the 
average total production of buffelgrass pastures under aver- 
age rainfall Is more than double that of a drouth year. Buffel- 
grass responds quickly to spring precipitation once soil 

temperatures are above 750 F. Likewise, fall rains allow dra- 
matic autumn production. The "dog day" months of July, 
August, and September are usually dry with little or no 
production. 

Production declines over the winter months are due to low 
temperatures. Spring growth begins when the minimum air 
and soil temperatures rise. Low soil moisture will inhibit 
initiation of spring growth but temperature controls the 
process. 

Buffelgrass forage quality is closely related to the phenol- 
ogy and maturity of the plant and will vary with plant and 
environmental conditions. In late summer, plants are usually 
under drouth stress with little or no new growth. Crude pro- 
tein, total digestible nutrients, phosphorus, etc., levels are 
low, reflecting this stress. Autumn rains result in grass 
growth, the quality of which may remain high through the 
winter months. Cooler weather will reduce production so, 
although quality is adequate in winter, the quantity is low. 
The new spring growth is very nutritious but quality declines 
as the plant matures. 

Nutritional quality is also affected by environmental and 
management factors. Buffelgrass pastures allow increased 
carrying capacity, but not necessarily better nutrition, than 
native mixed-brush range. A shortage of grass on brushy 
range requires energy supplementation, whereas a lack of 
brush on buflelgrass pastures requires crude protein sup- 
plementation. Forbs are an important nutrient source on 
both types of pastures. On both ranges, animal numbers 
must be seasonally balanced with the forage supply and 
supplemented accordingly. 

Phosphorus levels fluctuate greatly in response to rainfall 
but are generally low. Phosphorus supplements should be 
supplied free-choice year-round. Calcium, potassium, mag- 
nesium, and sodium are usually adequate year-long. 

Prescribed burning can be used to improve short-term 
forage quality and intake of buffelgrass. Even with fertiliza- 
tion and/or irrigation, and burning, buffelgrass foliage de- 
creases in quality with age and season. 

Establishment, Maintenance, and Management 
Buffelgrass has demonstrated an ability to establish, per- 

sist, and produce under semi-arid conditions. However, 
there are reasons for excellent buffelgrass stands. Site selec- 
tion for seeding is very important, with slightly alkaline sandy 
loam soils being the best suited. Seedbed preparation is 
normally done in conjunction with mechanical brush con- 
trol. Seed are broadcast at a rate of two pounds (PLS) per 
acre on the soil surface at the same time as the last mechani- 
cal operation. Best seeding times in Texas are just prior to 
the May and September rains. Weed control and fertilization 
are not normally practiced except where hay or seed will be 
produced. The resulting stand should not be grazed until the 
grass has produced its first seed crop. 

A buffelgrass stand is considered to be well established 
when plant densities are 5 to 10 plants per square yard and 
the plants have an established root system. Plant population 
densities will decrease with time to 3 to 5 plants per square 
yard. Plants will become root-bound over time and forage 
production will decline. Old stands of buffeigrass should be 
renovated by discing or deep chiseling every 4 or 5 years. 

Adaptablity and production characteristics of buffelgrass 
has allowed an increase in cattle stocking rates on south 
Texas ranges from approximately 30 to 10 acres per animal 
unit. The grass is tolerant to short periods of overuse but 

Buffelgrass has allowed a threefold increase in cattle stocking 
rates in south Texas. 
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continuous heavy grazing dramatically lowers root growth 
and forage production. With short rest periods and moderate 
grazing the root systems remain strong and forage produc- 
tion is increased. 

In both wet and dry years, the more dry matter that can be 
left on the ground, the more dry matter the plants will pro- 
duce. Overall, at least 700 pounds per acre (8 inches of 
stubble, depending upon plant density) should be left on the 
ground at all times. This is more critical in dry years than in 
wet ones. Properly used plants are also less susceptible to 
freeze damage and winter kill. With the grass cut short, pro- 
duction will vary more with the climatic fluctutions even with 
longer rest periods. A properly designed and installed graz- 
ing system should allow cattle to consumethe desired forage 
and to stimulate new growth for the next year. A 4 pasture-i 
herd system in Zapata County allowed a 75% increase in 
stocking over time while allowing buffelgrass cover to 
increase. Short duration and seasonal grazing have been 
used successfully, realizing a 25% increase in stocking rate 
over continuous grazing. 

One disadvantage of high dry matter production and 
dense growth habit is that a dense buffelgrass stand is not 
good bobwhite quail habitat. If quail or other wildlife species 
are an important range commodity, buffelgrass should be 
planted in strips or small blocks. It should be managed in 
such a way that it remains sparse and a thick litter layer 
should not be allowed to build up. 

Future Is Bright 
While buffelgrass is widely adapted throughout south 

Texas, several problems remain. The most widely recog- 

Hornflies May Need New Control 
Methods 

Plastic ear tags impregnated with insecticides have become 
a common management tool for controlling hornflies on 
cattle during the summer pasture season. lncreased weight 
gain of calves and yearlings from season-long hornfly con- 
trol and the ease of ear tag application have made this con- 
trol method popular. Unfortunately, biological characteris- 
tics of the hornfly and properties of the insecticide-impreg- 
nated ear tags have combined to produce flies that are no 
longer killed by the insecticides presently incorporated into 
tags. The hornflies have developed insecticide resistance. 
Cattlemen should consider modifications to their hornfly 
control practices even if control with ear tags has proven 
successful in the past. Use of alternate control methods will 
slow down the spread of resistance. 

Insecticide resistance of hornflies was first observed in the 
southeastern United States and has rapidly spread north- 
ward. Ear tag failure was first reported in western Canada 
during 1986. Several locations in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 
and British Columbia reported that insecticidal ear tags were 
not giving the expected, season-long control of hornflies. All 
of the locations reporting failure were within 60 miles of the 
Canada-United States border. 

In 1987, Lethbridge Research Station staff, in cooperation 
with technical service staff from one of the ear tag manufac- 
turers, initiated work to document what appeared to be 

nized problem is the susceptibility of buffelgrass to winter 
freeze damage. Presently, researchers are working toward 
improving the cold tolerance of buffelgrass by selecting for 
plants with vegetative buds that are deeper in the soil. The 
varieties "Nueces" and "Llano" have this characteristic 
extending the range of buffelgrass northward about 75 miles. 

Although the incorporation of these traits in buffelgrass 
has improved its cold tolerance, "Nueces" and "Llano" are 
poor seed producers. The plants tend to remain vegetative, 
and considerably less seed is harvested than in common 
buffelgrass. In fact, the poor seed production of "Llano" has 
made seed difficult to obtain and very expensive. 

A buffelgrass breeding program is continuing with new 
plants being collected in Africa. Dr. Mark Hussey at Texas 
A&M University believes that projected developments hold 
even greater importance in store for the grass. This is true 
not only for south Texas but also for those areas farther 
north. Improved winter hardiness will also improve stand 
persistence in the current area of use. 

In the 40 years since the first producer planting, buffel- 
grass has changed from an unknown to the most important 
grass in south Texas. This is due primarily to continued 
interest, research, and education efforts by the Texas Agri- 
cultural Experiment Station, the Texas Agricultural Exten- 
sion Service, and the Soil Conservation Service; basic 
research and variety development by the USDA Agricultural 
Research Service; ingenuity of the seed production industry; 
and the producer's continuing interest in, demand for, and 
acceptance of new developments. Buffelgrass is truly the 
wonder grass of south Texas. 

insecticide resistance in hornflies. Hornflies were obtained 
from a site where tag failure had been reported. These horn- 
flies were found to be resistant to the insecticide in the tags. 
The resistant flies were not killed until exposed to insecticide 
concentrations eight to fifteen times higher than concentra- 
tions that killed susceptible, laboratory-reared flies. 

Reports in 1988 suggest that insecticide resistance in 
hornflies is spreading. These observations have been veri- 
fied by limited testing, which confirmed insecticide resist- 
ance in flies from a variety of areas. 

Ear tag manufacturers are combating the problem by 
developing new chemicals, formulating ear tags with more 
than one chemical, and by developing new application tech- 
nologies. Producers also have an important role in prevent- 
ing or slowing down the spread of resistance in hornfly 
populations. Cattlemen should use the maximum tagging 
rate recommended by the manufacturer as this ensures max- 
imum insecticide deposition on cattle, hence maximum fly 
killing. Tags should not be applied before the fly season, and 
all tags should be removed in the fall after fly activity has 
stopped. Used tags should be collected and disposed of in a 
safe manner. The most effective strategy is for cattlemen to 
use different insecticides and application technologies every 
second or third year. D.D. Colwell, Parasitologist, Agricul- 
ture Canada Weekly Letter, No. 2849. 
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I Did It—For Range Sake! 

Brandi Linhart 

Ladles and gentlemen, there is no doubt about it—Lewis 
and Clark were correct in describing the Ponderosa Pine as a 
beautiful and stately tree in the forest stands of what is now 
western Montana. Almost 200 years later it is still prominent 
and plays an important part in the western Montana timber 
industry, resulting in $100 million worth of timber products 
annually. Its beauty and importance to western Montana's 
economy were in its favor when it was designated the "State 
tree of Montana." 

This same Ponderosa tree is equally at home on foothill 
rangelands in many areas of eastern Montana. It has proved 
it can survive the droughts and compete with the native 
bunchgrasses. In this drier climate, the Ponderosa Pine is a 
much slower growing, shorter, scrubby and heavy branched 
tree. In eastern Montana it has little timber value, and gives 
the ranchers "fits"l 

Yes, many ranchers are losing their rangeland grazing due 
to the encroachment of the Ponderosa Pine. Forage produc- 
tion is reduced through direct competition from pine repro- 
duction, needle cast, and canopy closure of the ponderosa 
pine stands. 

The encroachment problem increases each year and many 
ranchers feel they are losing the battle. Field observations 
indicate the encroachment to be nearly 10% annually. As the 
pine tree canopy thickens and closes, the grass production 
decreases dramatically. Studies show grass parks producing 
2,000 pounds of forage per acre, compared to only 50 
pounds of forage per acre under a 70% canopy. The forage 
production under the trees decreases to nearly nothing. The 
grass that is left is shunned by both cattle and elk. 

Range ecologists say that, for centuries, fire periodically 
burned out the thick tree stands, with the grass returning as 
the dominant vegetation. Frequent surface fires prevented 
the development of thick stands of coniferous tree seedlings 
and did little damage to the grasses. This resulted in range- 
lands that had a scattered tree appearance, with a more 
continuous grass cover. 

For years we have been led to believe that trees are good 
and anything that destroys them is bad. This attitude towards 
trees makes the problem of pine tree encroachment difficult 
to address. 

When men began to control wildfires, they eliminated 
nature's method of keeping a balance between trees and 
grasses. Without fire, trees will thicken up naturally. The 
encroachment occurs in a very subtle manner. This is par- 
tially why the public is unaware of the encroachment and is 
against the killing of any trees. 

The Ponderosa Pine tree is easily identified. Its long nee- 
dles measure five to seven inches. There are two to three 
needles per bundle. These bundles are found in tufts at the 
end of the branches. 

The cones are also found near the branch tips. They are 
broadly ovate in shape, three to six inches in length and the 
scales are spine tipped. The thick bark of the younger trees is 
blackish grey in color, gradually turning to a cinnamon 
brown as the tree ages. The bark of mature trees separates 
into large plates that scale oft. These trees may live to be 250 
years old. Another common name for this tree is the yellow 
pine. 

It appears on 16 million acres in Montana at elevations 
below 5,000 feet, and is adapted to a wide range of precipita- 
tion, 12 to 30 inches annually. 

Controlling the encroachment is not a simple task. Most 
range specialists and ranchers agree that nature's method of 
control, fire, is still the best way to manage the tree 
encroachment. Other methods showing varying degrees of 
success are herbicides and mechanical and manual removal. 

Controlled fire, coupled with good grazing management is 
said to be the most economical and practical solution to the 
tree problem. So far prescribed burning has not been widely 
used as ranchers are afraid to "strike the match", and they 
have good reason. A fire under control can soon become a 
fire out of control. However, there are prescribed burn spe- 
cialists that can be contracted. In Montana these contracts 
cost about $15 per acre. 

The Forest Service claims that 90% or more of the trees' 
crown must be consumed by fire to kill a Ponderosa pine 
tree. Heavy "fine fuel" and a favorable burning conditions are 
needed for a successful burn. To allow accumulation of 
enough fine fuels to carry the fire, the pasture may need to be 

protected from grazing one season before the fire, and it is 
recommended that there be a two-year deferment of grazing 
after the burn. 

A second type of control is chemical. The most common 
types of control are granular and foliar. Spike 20P is a granu- 
lar herbicide that is broadcast on the ground around the 
trees that are to be killed. These pellets remain on the soil 
surface until moisture dissolves them into the root zone. 
From there the tree translocates the chemical throughout the 
tree, killing it. 

The foliar application is a liquid herbicide, a common one 
being Garlan. In June the chemical liquid is applied with a 
sprayer to the candles, which Is the new growth. 

Both Spike and Garlan are selective only to woody and 
broadleaf plants. The main drawback to chemical control is 
the expense. It costs approximately $26/acre to apply a four 
pound treatment of Spike 20P. The Garlan costs around 

Editor's Note: This paper was the first place winner in the High 
School Youth Forum contest at the Feb. 1988, SAM, Annual Meeting 
in Corpus Christi, Texas. 
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$35/acre for a two-quart treatment. Recent studies show the 
promise of using a lesser rate of Garlan per acre, which 
would reduce the cost. 

Mechanical means provide a third method of control. A 
rotary brush cutter or a chainsaw are often used to clear the 
trees. This method is costly and time consuming. For this 
treatment to be successful the site has to be easily accessible 
and there has to be a minimum amount of rocks to prevent 
the chance of breaking a blade. 

Manual hand grubbing and chopping of Ponderosa pine is 
another method of control, but it Is definitely hard labor and 
usually applied on the smaller trees. 

In summary, Montana's state tree, the Ponderosa Pine, is a 
valuable tree to Western Montana's timber industry. But in 
eastern Montana, the pine tree encroachment into the foot- 
hill and mountain rangelands is becoming a major problem 
facing livestock operators. 

The main concern with pine encroachment is the loss of 
rangeland due to man's control of wildfire. In these areas the 
pine is overtaking the range and is crowding out the valuable 

Carol Bowns 

Ever since the first settlers to America began raising sheep 
and cattle for domestic red meat production, they have faced 
many advantages and disadvantages with grazing either 
alone. Sheep are well adapted to many intermountain ranges 
because they make efficient use of shrubs, are able to nego- 
tiate steep, browse-dominated, ranges with limited livestock 
water. Sheep production is, however, very labor intensive, 
and predation as well as other factors make sheep produc- 
tion unappealing to some operators. Cattle on the other 
hand, require much less labor but are not well suited to steep, 
rough, browse-dominated, poorly watered mountainous ran- 
ges. 

For the past several summers I have had the opportunity to 
be involved in an extensive cattle-sheep grazing study in the 
mountains east of Cedar City, Utah. The project site is at an 
elevation of approximately 8,500 feet, where it receives about 
30 inches of precipitation. The precipitation on the study 
comes primarily in the winter and summer months. 

The vegetation is a mosaic composed of open grass land, 
snowberry, oak, and aspen. We have 18 pastures that are 
grazed either continuously all season or under a deferred 
rotation system. The treatments consist of sheep grazed 
alone, cattle grazed alone, or a combination of sheep and 

forage grasses. Ranchers and range management special- 
ists have been able to use the re-taking of old photographs to 
document tree encroachment into the grassland vegetation. 

For example, I received a photo taken in 1910 showing only 
scattered trees and grassy meadows surrounding the home- 
stead. A comparison picture, taken in 1987, was also sent. 
Now the homestead is completedly surrounded by Ponde- 
rosa pine. 

In such areas pine encroachment caused a loss in both 
quantity and quality of grazable forage. Production can drop 
by as much as 90% and usable forage can drop by as much as 
100%. 

Landowners with a Ponderosa Pine encroachment prob- 
lem should look carefully at the options—prescribed burn- 
ing, chemical control, mechanical control, and hand grub- 
bing—then evaluate the various trade-otis and develop a 
control plan compatible with their ranching objectives. 

In conclusion I hope I have made you aware that in certain 
areas there are just to many trees! And like George Washing- 
ton,... I cannot tell a lie—Yes, I chopped this pine tree down, 
but I did it for range sake! 

cattle grazed together or what we refer to as common use. 
It is well known that cattle and sheep prefer and utilize 

different kinds of plants. When looking at the three main 
categories of forage we see that sheep grazed alone make 
the heaviest use of the forbs, lightest uses of the grasses, and 
heaviest use of snowberry, (Symphoricarpos oreophilus) 
which is the dominant shrub. Cattle when grazed alone make 
lightest use of the forbs, intermediate use of the grasses and 
little or no use of the snowberry. In contrast when cattle and 
sheep are grazed together there is a heavy use of the grasses, 
with an intermediate use of both shrubs and forbs. There- 
fore, these utilization data show that cattle and sheep, when 
grazed together, make more efficient use of all the plants 
than either grazed alone. 

If we were to look closely at a pasture that had been grazed 
by sheep only we would see that the sheep defoliate the 
shrubs or strip them of their leaves when they browse alone. 
A pasture grazed by cattle alone would show heavy utiliza- 
tion of the grasses with little or no use of the desirable shrubs 
and forbs. 

When cattle and sheep graze together we consider the 
range utilized to its optimum level. With current utilization 
data optimum use is estimated to be between 50-60% use of 
the grasses and forbs, and 30-40% use of the shrubs. 

We are currently evaluating trends in range condition by 
changes in our key species. In the common use pastures we 

An Evaluation of Common Use Grazing 

Editor's Note: This paper was the Second Place winner in the High 
School Youth Forum competition at the SAM, Annual Meeting in 
Corpus Christi, Texas, February 1988. 
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are seeing a dramatic increase in Kentucky bluegrass (Poa 
pratensis), which is the most desirable and heavily used 
species on the project. We are also seeing a stable trend in 
both slender wheatgrass (Agropyron trachycaulum) and 
American vetch (Vicia americana), with slight increases in 
orchard grass (Dactylis glomerata) and mountain brome 
(Bromus inermis). When we look at the intermedite species 
there is a decrease in Lettermans needlegrass (Stipa letter- 
manii), which is an increaser under sheep use and sheep 
have been the dominant grazing animal on this mountain for 
nearly a century. In the undesirable category there has been 
a decrease in willowherb (Epilobium paniculatum) and also 
In the highly undesirable tarweed (Madia glomerata). 

We are also seeing dramatic weight gains for the animals in 
the common use pastures. Sheep grazed alone have also 
made sizeable gains but less than in the common use treat- 
ments. Cattle grazed alone have shown smaller weight gains 
since the start of the study. Reasons for this are not clear but 
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might be due to the fact that cattle are not as efficient as 
sheep on this range. 

Since the beginning of this project in 1979 we have seen an 
increase in the number and quality of the elk and deer, which 
are the two big game species. This is very encouraging 
because it shows that wildlife and livestock are compatible 
and one need not exclude the other. This also tells us that 
good range management is good wildlife management. 

It has been my experience that common use grazing 
improves animal performance, makes more even utilization 
of the forage, and improves range condition and wildlife 
habitat. 
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Ranchers Share Ideas at SCS 
National Range Conference in 
Ft. Worth 

Jerry D. Schwlen 

"Grazing is not bad for the land. We have to change that 
myth," says Bob Skinner, cattleman from Jordan Valley, 
Oregon. 

"Proper grazing management can lead to better water- 
sheds and better water quality," said Skinner, who repres- 
ented the National Cattlemen's Assoc. at the SCS National 
Range Workshop in Ft. Worth, Sept. 12-16. 

The theme of the workshop attended by 160 SCS range 
conservationists, ranchers and other agency officials was 
"Focus on the Future." Conservationists were encouraged to 
look at new trends and new technologies now available to 
assist ranchers in range management techniques. 

Wilson Scaling, SCS Chief, was adamant in demanding 
that ranchers be included in the SCS range conference. 

"We must share new ideas and concerns," said Scaling. 
"We have to know what our clientele want and need." 

The ranchers didn't hesitate to tell him. BARRY DUNN 
(Mission, SD) summarized the major comments of the 
ranchers at the meeting into six suggestions: 

(1) The SCS should Continue to emphasize rancher 
responsibility in the wise use of private range resources. 
(2) We encourage the SCS to stress the relationship 
between rangelands and the supplies of high quantities 
and quality waters. 
(3) We encourage the SCS to capitalize on the new inter- 
est in range resources by staffing more field offices with 
range trained people. Training of SCS field staff should 
emphasize communication skills and hands-on field 
experiences. 
(4) The ranchers encourage SCS to stress coordinated 
resource management, including: (a) improved intera- 
gency communications, (b) total ranch planning pro- 
cesses, and (c) we request that all SCS planners become 
schooled in coordinated resources management. 
(5) Due to the success of the Great Plains Conservation 
Program (GPCP), we feel it should be extended beyond 
1991 with dollars increased and with water quality and 
water quantity stressed in the contracts. 
(6) We feel conservation plans should: (a) include the 
effect of the plan on water quantities and quality, (b) 
continue to stress quality planning and stress more 
owner-operator involvement, and (C) emphasize sound 
range management practices when dealing with noxious 
weeds. 

Some other comments from individuals during an open 
discussion period included: 
—Future SCS range conferences should include training 
with a professional communicator. 
—The Food Security Act is distracting from SCS services to 
districts' ongoing programs. 
—SCS needs to reemphasize professionalism, membership 

in Societies, and encourage its people to do more technical 
writing for publication in professional journals. 
—You've got to change the rancher's mind. Change his prior- 
ities from the cow to managing the grass. 
—We've got to prevent another plowup of the Great Plains. 

Chief Scaling said, "I do not understand why people think 
they've got to go out and plow up a good stand of grass. You 
can't ever replace it. It takes years. We've got to change 
people's minds to work with what's there, not destroy it." 

Barry Dunn said, "I know why they plowed up the Great 
Plains. They got paid to do it. They got paid by the USDA to 
do it. Let's don't make these same mistakes again. 

Dunn said, "When the land my family is on now, was 
opened up in the '20's, a lot of it was plowed up. We can't 
drive across grassland today, because you'd wreck your 
pickup driving over I ister rows where they used to plant corn. 
Now there's Indiangrass that's chest high. My grandfather 
planted that with help from the Great Plains contract. You 
don't need to teach the third generation. You don't have to 
buy that prairie back from me. We're not going to plow it up. 
Indiangrass, chest high, in western South Dakota is a hell of a 

good future." 
James Newman, SCS Director of Ecological Sciences, 

said the trend toward Low Input Sustainable Agriculture is 
encouraging. "The cropland industry," said Newman, "is 
looking at the basic concepts we use in range management. 
They're talking about maximum sustained yields, 
perennial grains, and ecological farming. That's a positive 
sign for conservationists." 

Newman went on to say, "After the concerns I've heard this 
week, we are going to give more emphasis to the control of 
noxious weeds. We also heard that brush management must 
continue. 

"We heard that one on one assistance must return, and you 
told usto place our alternatives in an economic environment." 

Not all of the meeting took place indoors with speeches 
and slide shows. Two days were spent touring Texas 
ranches, including the Rogers and Pendleton Ranches, 
owned by Don and Betty Pendleton at Caddo, TX; the Link 
Ranch, owned by Jack and Frances Matthews and David and 
Sarah Grimes of Midland, TX; and the Steel Creek Ranch, 

SCS range conservationists toured excellent grass stands on the 
Steele Creek Ranch. A management program of removing heavy 
cedar infestations on flat areas and leaving hardwood trees and 
brush in draws is working well for livestock and wildlife. 

Author is with PAS, USDA Soil Conservation Service and Society for Range 
Management, Denver, Colorado 
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owned by George Watson and Tracy Taylor, Walnut Springs, 
TX. 

The Link Ranch in Stephens County proved an excellent 
example of range Improvement. Foreman Bob Langford said • The ranch produced 7.5 lbs/acre of beef in 1980 and 17.7 
lbs/acre of beef In 1987. 
* 

Many crossfences and 10 additional water sources have 
been added. 
* 

Grazing management has gone from yearlong grazing to 
Planned Grazing Systems. Five Short Duration Grazing Sys- 
tems are being used. * 1,800 acres of cedar and mesquite have been dozed and 
seeded. 1,500 acres have been prescribed burned. * Wether Angora goats have been used since 1987 to control 
flameleaf sumac and other regrowth. * The ranch has been in a GPCP program since 1983. 

The final tour stop at the Steele Creek Ranch emphasized 
the value of wildlife management to the success of Texas 
ranches. The 5,000-acre spread grazes Hereford and Here- 
ford crosses on bermudagrass and kleingrass pastures 
(April-November), then moves the cattle to rangelands in the 
fall and winter. 

Quail management is also an integral part of the ranching 
operation. Pen-raised birds are released to supplement the 
bobwhites during the hunting season. Selected areas are 
disked to encourage the growth of croton, sunflower, rag- 
weed, and annual grasses for dove, quail, and turkey. Other 
areas are disked and seeded to annual seed producing plants 
to provide food for the birds. 

Ranch Manager Phil Munden explained how call back 
boxes have been located over the ranch in selected areas 
along with feeders and automatic waterers to supplement 
the nutritional and water requirements of the birds. Some 
1,000 to 3,000 quail are purchased annually at $1.50 per bird 

to insure good hunting. 
In addition to quail management, deer management Is an 

essential part of the ranching operation. A deer spotllght 
census line was set in 1984 to better manage the deer herd. 
The 1984 census reflected a deer per 6 acres with a buck-doe 
ration of 1:4.5. Efforts have been made to decrease the doe 
population and to improve the buck population by selective 
harvesting, hopefully producing trophy deer in the near 
future. 

After all the discussions, the focus on multiple uses of 
rangelands, and the need to emphasize water quality and 
water quantity, it seemed that one statement stood out above 
all others: GRASS IS A HELL OF A GOOD FUTURE! 

Bobwhite quail are secured in call back cages, overnight, for 
safety and to supplement nutritional needs and water. Steele Creek 
Ranch purchases 1,000 to 3,000 birds annually to insure excellent 
hunting. 

P truax 
COMPANY. INC. 

3717 Vera Cruz Ave. 
Minneapolis, MN 55422 
Phone 612 537-6639 

Native 
Crass Drill 

ACCURATELY PLANTS 
ALL TYPES OF SEED • Fluffly native grasses • Tiny legumes • Medium sized wheat grasses 
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Current Literature 
This section has the objective of alerting SRM members 

and other readers of Ran gelands to the availability of new, 
useful literature being published on applied range manage- 
ment. Readers are requested to suggest literature items— 
and preferably also contribute single copies for review—for 
including in this section in subsequent issues. Personal 
copies should be requested from the respective publisher or 
senior author (address shown in parentheses for each 
citation). 

Autecology and PopulatIon Biology of Dyers Woad (lulls tlnctorla); 
by Kassim 0. Farah, Ann F. Tanaka, and Neil E. West; 1988; Weed 
Sc 36(2):186-193. (Dept. Range Sd., Utah State Univ., Logan, 
Utah 84322) Studied the phenology, the germination, longevity, 
and dispersal of seed, and the rooting patterns as a basis for 
controlling this noxious plant on Intermountain rangelands. 

Bovine Nirvana—From the Perspective of an Experim.ntalist; by 
William D. Hohenboken; 1988; J. Anim. ci. 66(8):1855-1891. (Va. 
Poly. Inst. & State Univ., Blacksburg, Va. 14061) Attempted to 
define the bio-economically perfect beef cow, presented a list of 
job specifications for this cow, and described the impediments to 
effective selection for this perfect cow. 

Canada ThIstle BIology and Control; by Lloyd C. Haderlie, Steve 
Dewey, and Dan Kidder; 1987; Idaho Agric. Ext. Bul. 666; 7 p. 
(Coop. Ext. Serv., Univ. Idaho, Moscow, Idaho 83843; $1) Provides 
information on the 5ttus, identification, biology and physiology, 
environmental influences, and control methods for this primary 
noxious plant. 

Chemical Control of Rangeland Weeds; by Robert G. Wilson, Alex A. 
Martin, Robert A. Masters, Fred W. Roeth, Russell S. Moomaw. and 
Gail A. Wicks; 1988; NebGuide G88-871; 2 p. (Coop. Ext. Serv., 
Univ. Neb., Lincoln, Nob. 68583) Summarizes the effectiveness of 
hetbicides labeled for controlling the major range and pasture 
weeds in Nebraska. 

Desert Bighom Sheep: A Guide to Selected Management Practices; 
by Norman S. Smith, Paul R. Krausman, nd Ronald E. Kirby; 1988; 
USD1, Fsli & Wild!. Serv. Bid. Rep. 88(35):l-27. (Publiatjots 
Unit, U.S. Fish & Wildl. Sorv., Washington, D.C. 20240) A literature 
review and synthesis on desert bighorn sheep with emphasis on 
water requirements, effects of human activity, disease and its 
control, and interspecific relations with other desert ungulates. 

Development of Dietary Choice in Livestock on Rangelands and Its 
Implications for Management; by Frederick D. Provenza and David 
F. Balph; 1988; J. Anim. Sci. 66(9):2356-2368. (Dept. Range Sd., 
Utah State Univ., Logan, Utah 84322) Poses the thesis, along with 
documentation and explanation, that Within neurological, mor- 
phological and physiological constraints, the dietary habits of 
livestock are shaped by the foraging environments in which the 
animals are reared. 

The Ecology and Management of Bluebunch Wheatgrass (Agro- 
pyron spicatum): A Review; by Richard F. Miller, Jamie M. Seufert, 
and Marshall R. Haferkamp; 1986; Ore. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bull. 669; 
39p. (Agric. Expt. Sta., Oregon State Univ., Corvallis, Ore. 97331) 
Provides a synthesis along with extensive documentation of the 
taxonomy, morphology, forage quality, ecology, physiology, and 

management of this important native bunchgrass. 

Compiled by John F. Vallen fine, Professor of Range Science, Brigham Young 
University, Provo, Utah 84602 

Ecoiogy and Management of WhIte-Tailed Deer In Northeastern 
Coastal Habitats; by Brian L. Cypher, Ellen A. Cypher, and Ronald 
E. Kirby; 1988; USD1, Fish &Wildl. Serv., Washington, D.C. 20240) 
Summarizes deer biology, ecology, and management on coastal 
areas, particularly refuges, from Maine to Virginia. 

Economic Impact of Poisonous Plants on the Rangeland LIvestock 
industry; by Darwin B. Nielsen; 1988; J. Anim. Sd. 66(9):2330- 
2333. (Dept. Econ., Utah State Univ., Logan, Utah 84322) Assessed 
the economic impact of the $250 million plus annual costs result- 
ing from poisonous plants on U.S. rangelands. 

Eighth Great Plains Wildlife Damage Control Woi*shop Proceed- 
ings; by Daniel W. Uresk, Greg L. Schenbeck, and Rose Cefkin 
(Tech. Coord.); 1988; USDA, For. Serv. Gen. Tech. Rep. RM-154; 
231p. (U.S.F.S., Rocky Mtn. For. &RangeE*pt. Sta., 240 W. Pros- 
pect St., Fort Collins, Cob. 80526) Consists of 40 presented pap- 
ers on animal pest problems, including those from special ses- 
sions on (1) prairie dog management and control and (2) predator 
management and control to enhance waterfowl production. 

An English-Spanish Glossary of TermInology Used in Forestry, 
Range Wildilfe, Fishery, Soils, and Botany; by Alvin Leroy Medina; 
1988; USDA, For. Serv. ten. Tech. Rep. AM-i 52; 54 p. (U.S.D.A., 
Rocky Mtn. For. & Range Expt. Sta., 240 W. Prospect St., Fort 
Collins, Cob. 80526) Presents both English-Spanish and Spanish- 
English equivalent translations of scientific and management 
terms commonly used in the field of natural resources management. 

Fall Grazing by Sheep on Alfalfa; by Richard E. Pelton, Vern L. 
Marble, William E. Wildmn, and Gary Peterson; 1988; Calif. Agric. 
42(5):4-5. (ANR Pub., Univ. Calif., 6701 San Pablo, Oakland, Cal. 
94608) A study of the effects of machine harvest and severe and 
partial fall grazing by sheep on alfalfa stands, with management 
knplications for California. 

Fall Management of Alfalfa; by Leon E. Welty, Ray L. Ditterline, and 
Louise S. Prestbye; 1988; Mon. AgRes. 5(2):16-19. (Northwestern 
Agric. Res. Center, Kalispell, Mon. 59901) Concluded that fall 
harvest management of alfalfa is still critical; provides recommen- 
dations for scheduling the last growing season harvest and the 
final harvest/grazing of the regrowth in relation to expected killing 
frost. 

Forage Crops Recommendations; by Sask. Adv. Comm. on Forage 
Crops; 1988; Sask. Agric., Soi Is & Crops Branch, Regina, Sask.; 16 
p. (Sask. Agric., Waiter Scott Bldg., Regina, Sask. S4S OB1) 
Revised recommendations for harvested forage crops and pasture 
for Saskatchewan, including varieties, establishment, and manage- 
ment. 

Grasses (Poac.a.) of the Texas Cross Timbers and PrairIes; by K. W. 

Hignight, J.K. Wipff, and S.L. Hatch; 1988; Texas Agric. Expt. Sta. 
Misc. Pub. 1657; 174 p. (Publications, Agric. Expt. Sta., Texas A&M 
Univ., College Station, Texas 77843; $6) Provides an introduction 
to grass taxonomy, a checklist of grasses for the area, keys to 
genera and species, and line drawings for each grass species. 

Impacts of the Conservation Reserve Program In the Great Plains; 
Symposium ProceedIngs, September 16-18,1987; by John E. Mit- 
chell (Ed.); 1988; USDA, For. Serv. Gen. Tech. Rep. RM-1 58; 134 p. 
(U.S.F.S., Rocky Mtn. For. & Range Expt. Sta., 240W. Prospect St., 
Fort Collins, Cob. 80521) Provides projections of CAP accomp- 
lishments, economic and social impacts, and needed program 
direction; several papers deal with range plant establishment 
procedures. 
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Mod. of Clopyralid Uptake by Honey Mesquite (Prosopis gI.ndu- 
loss); by Rodney W. Bovey, Hugo Hem, Jr., and Robert E. Meyer; 
1988; Weed Sd. 36(3):269-272. (USDA, Agric. Res. Serv., Texas 
A&M Univ., College Station, Texas 77843) This study confirmed 
that clopyralid was effective In foliar but not soil application; 
water, diesel oil plus water, or water plus surfactant were equally 
effective as carriers with follar sprays. 

N and P FertilIzation of Brom.grass In the Dark Brown Soil Zone of 
Saskatchewan; by H. Ukrainetz and C.A. Campbell; 1988; Can. J. 
Plant Sd. 68(2):457-470. (Research Sta., Agric. Can., 107 Sd. 
Crescent, Saskatoon, Sask. S7N 0X2) Evaluated rates and sources 
of N, frequency of application, and the interactions of phosphorus 
with the N treatments in relation to forage production of smooth 
brome. 

Natural and Artificial Hybridization Between Big Sagebrush (Ad.- 
misla tridentata) Subspecies; by E.D. McArthur, B.L. Welch, and 
S.C. Sanderson; 1988; J. Heredity 79(4):268-276. (U.S.F.S., Inter- 
mountain Res. Sta., 735 N. 500 E., Provo, Utah 84601) Study 
demonstrated artificial and natural hybridization success between 

subspecies tridentata and vaseyana; conclusion: "Hybridization in 
Tridentatae is important not only in the evolution of taxa but 
potentially In the production of desirable genotypes for artificial 
selection." 

Range Cow Supplementation; by John A. Dunbar, Neil K. McDou- 
gald, Audrey S. Jenkins, Dave A. Daley, et al.; 1988; Calif. Agric. 
42(5):8-1 0. (ANR Pub., Univ. Calif., 6701 San Pablo, Oakland, Cal. 
94608). Presented the results of a three-year study of supplement- 
ing range beef cows on annual grasslands with different sources 
of supplemental protein. 

Relative Sultabllltles of Regression Models In Electronic Analysis of 
Riparian Vegetation; by Rodger L. Nelson, Charles K. Graham, 
and WilliamS. Platts; 1988; USDA, For. Serv. Res. Note 1NT-382; 5 
p. (USFS, Intermountain Res. Sta., 507 25th. St., Ogden, Utah 
84401) Concluded that a linear regression model should generally 
be used with electronic capacitance meters for prediction of green 
vegetation weights, but noted some exceptions when a logarith- 
mic model might provide a more extensive analysis. 

Research Highlights, Rang. and Forage Management, 1988; by L.E. 
Moser (Comp.); 1988; Univ. Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.; 109 p. 
(Range & Forage Mgt. Panel, 279 Plant Sd. Bldg., Univ. Nob., 
Lincoln, Neb. 68583) Provides progress reports of range and for- 
age management research efforts initiated or conducted over the 
last several years by Agronomy and associated departments. 

Researching the Plant-Animal interface: The investigations olIn- 
gestive Behavior in Grazing Animals; by T.D.A. Forbes; 1988; J. 
Anim. Sd. 66(9):2369-2379. (Agric. Expt. Sta., Univ. Ky., Lexing- 
ton, Ky. 40546) Evaluated the influence of award structure on 
ingestive behavior and herbage intake and the role of and proce- 
dures for measuring ingestive behavior in grazing research. 

Response of Range Beef Cattle to Different Grazing Management 
Systems; by Eugene E. Parker, Gary B. Donart, Rex D. Pieper, Joe 
D. Wallace, and Jimmie D. Wright; 1987; N. Mex. Agric. Expt. Sta. 
Bul. 732; 22 p. (Bulletin Room, Agric. Expt. Sta., N. Mex. State 
Univ., Las Cruces, N. Mex. 88003) Compared beef cattle perfor- 
mance and diet under different grazing system/grazing Intensity 
treatments at the Fort Stanton Experimental Ranch. 

The Vale Rangeiand Rehabilitation Program: An Evaiuation; by 
Harold F. Heady (Ed.); 1988; USDA, For. Serv. Resource Bul. 
PNW-RB-157; 151 p. (U.S.F.S., Pacific Northwest Res. Sta., 319 
SW. Pine St., P.O. Box 3890, Portland, Ore 97208) This publica- 
tion discussed the initiation, execution, and outcome of an 11-year 
(1962-1972) rangeland rehabilitation program in southeastern 

Oregon; updated with 1986 measurements and evaluations. 

______ Capital Corral RayHousley 
1111111 Washington Representative 

If you follow a new track, 
there ain't no way of knowin' 
If the man that made it 
knew where he was goin'. 

Savvy Say/n's —Alstad 

The 53,000-acre Santa Rita Experlmentai Range will become 
the property of the State of Arizona under the terms of a 
legislated exchange which passed the Congress just before 
its adjournment. Long the site of Forest Service range 
research, the Santa Rita will be used by the University of 
Arizona for research purposes as directed by the Act making 
the transfer. SAM opposed the transfer without a "reverter 
clause" to enforce the "research purposes" clause. The 're- 
verter" was not included because the State claimed its con- 
stitution prohibited accepting title so encumbered. 

interchange of FS and BLM land In Nevada became law 
later in the just-completed session of Congress. 23,000 acres 
of National Forest land was transferred to BLM, while 

662,000 acres of BLM land will become part of the National 
Forest System. The original bill sponsored by the Nevada 
delegation would have involved a substantially larger transfer 
to FS. While Congress seems to have rejected the broad- 
scoped interchange approach proposed by the Administra- 
tion, no other state-size proposals were pending when Con- 
gress adjourned. 

National Grasslands Week will be observed June 18-24, 
1989 following enactment of a Joint Resolution introduced 
by Senator Kent Conrad (D ND) and co-sponsored by more 
than 50 senators. Rep. Byron Dorgan (D ND) carried the ball 
to achieve House action at the last minute. While range 
managers could not imagine why anyone could not be 
enthusiastic about such a cause, it took two weeks of dedi- 
cated effort, led by Luz Parris, a Congressional Fellow on 
Sen. Conrad's staff, to secure the required number of co- 
sponsors. SRM members in several states were instrumental 
in persuading their Senators to sign on. Observance of the 
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special week is being planned to include a seminar in Bis- 
marck, ND. 

A Montana Wilderness Bill finally emerged from the Con- 
gress in its closing days, only to be vetoed by President 
Reagan. Efforts to defeat the bill in the House were led by 
Cong. Ron Marlenee (R MT), who then went afteraveto. The 
bill included "release" language and management prescrip- 
tions for some areas not designated wilderness. 

Wilderness bills for Nevada and Idaho, and for BLM lands 
in the California Desert will likely be back in the next 
Congress. 

The National 4-Il Leader Forum on Natural Resources 
held at Estes Park, CO in October was successful beyond all 
expectations, according to Extension Service sources. Over 
200 leaders from 42 states participated, with 40 enrolled in 
the range management track conducted under Fee Busby's 
leadership. Evaluations of the range track were uniformly 
enthusiastic. 

USDA has renewed lti Advisory Committee on Animal 
Damage Control under the Chairmanship of Assistant Secre- 
tary Kenneth Gilles, presumably with the same membership 
(the press release didn't say). The Animal and Plant Health 
Inspection Service has contracted for a new environmental 
impact statement on the animal damage control program. 
Dames and Moore, a Bethesda, MD firm, won the $660,000 
contract, with a draft statement due by July 1989. 

The National Commission on Public Service, chaired by 
Paul Voicker, urged the new president to consider career 
civil servants for some of the top government positions now 
held by political supporters. Commission member Eliot 
Richardson said "too many layers" impede the President's 
ability to clearly communicate his goals and priorities to the 
career services. Volcker compared the 5,342 presidential 
appointments in the U.S. government to about 50 in France, 
25 in Japan and 100 in the British government. 

The Agriculture Appropriations Bill's report language pro- 
vided for an Assistant to the Secretary of Agriculture for 
Natural Resources and the Environment rather than an 
Assistant Secretary, and stated that the position, "for maxi- 
mum results, should be filled by an experienced employee of 
the Soil Conservation Service or the Forest Service". USDA 
found a loophole, and established an Assistant Secretary 
who will concurrently serve as Assistant to the Secretary. At 
the same time, the Secretary's Memorandum provides that 
the Secretary shall continue to directly supervise the SCS 
and FS. Now that we have that perfectly clear... 

Charles R. Adams has been named SCS state conserva- 
tionist for Arizona, moving from the same job in Nevada. 
Dave Jolly is the new Regional Forester for the FS South- 
western Region, moving up from his deputy slot. Max Peter- 
son, former FS Chief comes out of retirement to be Executive 
Vice President of the International Association of Fish and 
Wildlife Agencies, succeeding Jack Berryman January 1. 

Douglas MacCleery has been appointed Assistant Director 

of Timber Management for timber sales in the FS; he was 
previously Deputy Assistant Secretary for Natural Resour- 
ces and Environment. 

Wildlife Management institute Vice President Lonnie Wil- 
liamson writes a regular column for Outdoor Life in which he 
is often outspoken about public lands issues and critical of 
resource management shortcomings. in the November issue, 
Lonnie demonstrated his ability to give credit where he sees 
it is due. He credited FS progress in rangeland improvement 
to people like Nebraska Forest Supervisor Bob Storch and 
"headquarters support" from the Washington Office Range 
Staff. He praised BLM's Wayne Elmore for strong leadership 
in turning around some tough range problems. 

When the Colorado Alliance of Research Universities was 
in the Capital on a grant-seeking mission in October, SRM 
was invited to participate in a day of seminars, and lunch with 
Governor Romer. During the seminar on Managing the 
Environment, land management planners came in for some 
mild criticism for a failure that seemed to be a "first". William 
Riebsame, a geography professor at the University of Colo- 
rado, talked about social response to the greenhouse effect, 
making a plea for considering adaptation to climatic change 
rather than concentrating (possibly with futility) on preven- 
tion. Natural resource planners took a few punches for fail- 
ing to include alternative assumptions involving climate 
changes, but they might have had company if anyone else 
was doing much long range plannng. Riebsame thinks natu- 
ral resource managers ought to develop a new philosophy of 
flexible and adaptive resource management that eschews 
maximum sustained yield approaches. 

The fire policy crisis that followed the disastrous 1988 fire 
season was intensified by the coincidence of a political cam- 
paign season. Even so, the fire management agencies fared 
reasonably well in hearings and briefings on Capitol Hill. 
What could have become witch hunts or hanging parties 
turned into recognition that cool-headed review and scien- 
tific evaluation of the fire and the policy and its implementa- 
tion is essential. Those efforts are under way, and agencies 
will be expected to have rather complete answers when a 
new Congress and a new Administration come to Washing- 
ton. Among thoughtful scientists and experienced land 
management professionals, there seems to be strong sup- 
port for the fire management policy, but there is also much 
public misunderstanding focused on the misused misnomer 
"let burn". Some who ought to know better have been start- 
ing to draw conclusions and make judgments, adding 
another dimension to the already daunting task of evalua- 
tion, adjustment and education that faces agency profes- 
sionals in BLM, FS and NPS. An interagency review of fire 
management policy got underway in October; public review 
of a draft policy will begin in January or February. Brad 
Leonard of USD1 and Charles Philpot of FS co-chair the 
review team. 
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President's 
Notes 

I am writing this column while getting ready to go to the 
Third International Rangeland Congress in India. We are not 
sure how many are going from the U.S. but I think that there 
will be 15-20. There will be a write-up for Rangelands after we 
get back. 

This summer a lot of news coverage, statements by politi- 
cians, etc., has centered around the fires In the Yellowstone 
region, the wisdom of a "let burn" policy, cries for resigna- 
tions of responsible officials, etc. The latest figures I have 
seen are that more than 1.1 million acres burned in Yellow- 
stone National Park and approximately 1.6 million acres in 
the Greater Yellowstone Area have been affected by fires. 
The Park Service has indicated that only about half of the 
vegetation has burned within many fire perimeters. I had the 
opportunity to drive through Yellowstone in mid October 
and my estimate is that probably less than 25% of the area 
shown as burned actually did burn. Except for some large 
mountain slopes which burned completely, the fires were 
spotty—at least in the areas that you can see from the road 
from Cooke City to Mammoth and from Mammoth to Norris 
Junction and then to Canyon. This is along the North edge of 
the Clover Mist Fire and through the Wolf Lake Fire. So, it 
appears that the hysteria about the extent of the fires was not 
really warranted. Even if the entire area had burned it still 
would not have been the ecological disaster that it was 
painted. The way it actually burned will create a mosaic of 
new forests and rejuvenated sagebrush, aspen, and willow 
communities that will be a boon for wildlife and actually 
make the park more attractive to visitors. In the next few 
years, the fireweed and other flowers that will show up in the 
burned areas will be very attractive. SRM should add its voice 
to those emphasizing the natural role of fire in Western eco- 
systems and countering the scare tactics used by those who 
want to use the fires to pursue their own selfish interests that 
really don't Involve the fires at all. 

The second subject I want to discuss is the SRM Glossary 
now in preparation. A sub-committee of the Publications 
committee put together the initial document trying to bal- 
ance new terms and new uses of terms without offending 
anyone. Tom Bedell, 1st Vice-President, then took it and has 
put in a lot of time trying to make sure that all of the terms 
currently being used by the Forest Service, BLM, and SCS 
are included and trying to cross-reference the definitions 
and terms that have different uses In different agencies. We 
also felt that all of the terms in the Range Inventory Standar- 
dization Committee (RISC) Report should be included. That 
job is nearly complete and the glossary will be published. 
However, there Is still a lot of controversy about some terms 
such as: Potential Natural Community, Range Site, Ecologi- 
cal Site, Ecological Type, Resource Value Rating, and a 

number of others. At this point we have to go ahead and 
publish the Glossary but SRM needs to again take the lead- 
ership to try to resolve some of the differences of opinion 
concerning some terms. To do this we plan to reconvene a 
committee or task group that will pick up where the RISC 
Committee left off taking progress made by the various 
agencies into account. We, as a profession, have a lot at 
stake in the terminology of our profession. There is no rea- 
son why we cannot come to agreement on terminology and 
definitions of terms—Bill Laycock, President, Society for 
Range Management 

Executive 
Vice-President's 
Report 

When you're busy, time flies. Well, either I'm very busy or 
age is starting to catch up. Either, or both, whatever is hap- 
pening certainly has kept me hopping since my last report. 

What I am really hoping is that our Society is becoming 
more involved in a wider variety of happenings. This has 
always been my objective since I have been trying to give 
SRM a hand and I'm becoming more and more certain that 
we are moving faster each day toward the position of being a 
world leader in natural resource management, protection, 
and development. 

What tendsto worry me is that we might slip back to an 
easier way of life. For example, a few years ago, one of our 
most dedicated members took me aside on a Section tour 
and said, very sincerely, "Why are we getting so involved in 
all these outside, frustrating, and upsetting activities? Why 
can't we just do our research, have our fine meetings, publish 
our findings, and go home? Wouldn't that accomplish just as 
much?" It's hard to rationalize with such a fine gentleman, 
but we just can't bury our heads in the sand. My Lord, per- 
haps it's time to meet with other fine organizations like the 
American Forage and Grasslands Council and hammer out a 
joint offensive on our similar concerns. Now, before some of 
you old hard-shells go straight in the air like Mt. Saint Helens, 
please remember the same groups sit down in the Grazing 
Lands Forum on a regular schedule and make real progress 
on select problems like CRP and water quality. 

SpeakIng of the GLF, the third forum on CAP was a very 
successful meeting. The attendance was the largest to date. 
SAM and our several representatives and writers were 
influential, to say the least. It was the consensus of the group, 
upon adjournment, that many excellent areas in the CRP 
could be improved to everyone's benefit with a few innova- 
tive changes and rule adjustments. Rather than use a large 
portion of this report discussing details of the forum's find- 
ings, a publication is now being developed. I hope that the 
SRM office will receive multiple copies for distribution. When 
they arrive here in the Denver office, if you have requested a 
copy, we will be happy to send one to you, as long as they 
last. 
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CoordInated Resource Management has been a constant 
subject of discussion and action. Who would have thought 
that a disaster like the terrible fires in Yellowstone and 
Northern Rocky Mountains might have some benefit? Well, a 
large number of concerned people feel that the concept is 
tailor-made to help solve some of the problems caused by 
the fires and the related spin-off that is going to occur in the 
next few years. 

But, perhaps one of the most important challenges facing 
SAM and the CRM approach is to save the use of fire as a 
management tool. Right now, people in the affected regions 
are almost in an hysterical frame of mind. For example, we 
had a tiny little sagebrush fire started on one of our ranges by 
a young man who was fixing fence for us. You can't imagine 
the reaction of the entire community. People swarmed over 
that little piece of ground. In fact, one of our neighbor's 
wives, who normally is the essence of control, was running 
around beating at the flames with her coat. The fact of the 
matter was, a couple of ôooIer heads asked my son if he 
wanted to let it burn a little more as the situation was so 
perfect for a cold prescribed burn. He said, "No. Put it out. 
We have to live with these folks and they are scared to death." 

There has been a lot of talk about addressing issues of 
current concern at our Annual Meeting over the last few 
years. Perhaps Billings might be a very appropriate time and 
location to have a special session or symposium on fire, 
wildlife, and the CRM. I'm certain, if a national leader was 
asked to start off the discussion, followed by persons directly 
affected and a range manager or two, there would be greater 
interest and a lot of benefit gained from a good shirt sleeve 
discussion by the SAM family. After all, even the best of 
families has to sort out things once in awhile. 

It's time for a new and very pleasant subJ.ct. The Soil 
Conservation Service hosted one of the finest meetings I 
have attended in a long time, in Fort Worth, Texas, combin- 
ing, basically, ranchers and resource specialists from the 
western states. The formal presentations were good and at a 
practical and understandable level. But, perhaps, what was 
even better was the dialogue during the coffee breaks and on 
the tours. I, for one, gained far more than I contributed and I 
hope that this arrangement could be repeated at the state or 
province level in the near future. We in SRM place high 
priority on success stories, but when you add discussion to 
the agenda, it's the basis of a sure winner. Congratulations to 
the organization group and especially to the person who 
added that special touch of discussion with the people who 
spoke and the ranchers who hosted the tours. 

Final point. I don't want to hear one little complaint from 
anyone who didn't vote in the SRM election. The candidates 
are excellent and the winners had better just feel lucky. My 
only response to the folks that lost is, catch your breath and 
get back in there. The key to success is being an SRM 
worker. People watch and appreciate the effort of our lead- 
ers, even if it doesn't seem like it at times. 

I'll close on a pending problem the Society is about to 
experience. We are getting a little lax in areas where every 
member can truly be effective. The first is membership and 
the second is book safes. Our Society depends on the indi- 
vidual member's support of these two efforts to keep us 
financially sound. Right now, our membership is down just a 

little. A good push by each of us would solve that shortfall. 
The book sales right now are very slow. If you haven't pur- 
chased that copy of one of our publications for your own 
collection, or as a gift, do it now. After all, the only other 
resource is an increase in dues and I have no desire to do 
that. But, we are going to stay healthy and in high gear, no 
matter what it takes. That is a fact you can depend on. 

Thanks for all your patience and support in the past. We 
know that everyone can be counted on to pull their fair share, 
now and in the future. Let's start by being in Billings. it's 
going to be a great show and a good time—Peter V. Jackson 
Executive Vice-President, SAM. 

Viewpoint: Professionalism in 
Our Society—Time for Self- 
Analysis 

Barbara H. Allen 

As professionals, brought together by common know- 
ledge and common caring for rangelands, we must pay 
attention to how we exclude members of our organization; 
how we alienate them and how we drive intelligent men and 
women, well-trained in a diversity of experiences and know- 
ledge, from our organization. Language is one of the most 
visible and audible expressions of our true thoughts. Let's 
listen to what we are saying: how we introduce people, how 
we describe awards, how we tell "cute" jokes. 

The demand for goods and services from rangelands is 
increasing as the land base shrinks, just as on other wild- 
lands. This means that we need creative, innovative land 
managers, researchers, and policy makers in order for our 
profession to contribute to the future-use decisions on range- 
lands. This means we must foster diversIty within our organi- 
zation, not discourage diversity among our future leaders. 

How can top awards for grass taxonomy, range management 
exams, and talks go to young women in our organization, 
while at the same time we have a new award for a rising 
young professional who has to be a "man under 40"? 

How can the top grass identification awards go to students 
from Mexico, while an opening speaker at one of our 
gatherings talks about "wetbacks"? 

How can we describe the future of range management in 
terms of the need for "good young men in our organiza- 
tion to lead us to the future", or "we only need a man for 
the job", or "what if 'one of these minorities' wins"? 

We should be outraged at the offense to members of our 
Society—we should not allow it to happen. While some may 
excuse these offenses as "habits of speech" or "slips", they 
are not appropriate and are examples of insensitive, unthink- 
ing, inexcusable behavior. 

Sexist and racist jokes are meant to be funny, but they are 
not. They also aren't needed to make a point, and yet with 
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them we alienate whole groups of our Society, young and 
old. 

We are often insensitive to the use of the English language. 
We don't need to sit back and say "I can't learn." We can 
learn, and if our life depended on it, we would learn. Well, our 
life as a Society does depend on it, our professional credibil- 
ity depends on it. 

If we don't mean what we say, then let's not say it. How do 
we possibly expect our members to have to continually apol- 
ogize for our leaders and speakers saying that he or she 
really didn't mean to say that; that our organization really 
isn't racist or sexist; that he or she is just ignorant or insensi- 
tive? How long will we continue to make these excuses? 

Let's help each other out. We can listen to ourselves and 
listen to each other; we can point Out and change unprofes- 
sional, divisive language in our meetings, our talks, our 
awards, our social gatherings. We are linked by our common 
caring for rangelands and natural resources. We will only 
benefit as an organization from our more professional, and 
sensitive behavior. 
Note: Officers and directors of the California Section had the opportunity to 
review the above statement before publication and moved to publish their 
unanimous support. 

other-lovers of rangelands (p. 168) attitude. 

If this is true for the range profession and the public visual- 
izes fences as bombed-out barbed wire from a World War 
Two movie scene and water ponds as acne pock-marks on 
the face of the planet, gaining a consensus on Range Man- 
agement as positive principles and not a power $truggle will 
take a very longtime. Mr. Cleary (p. 155) has documented a 
structured, joint venture approach which neutralizes some of 
these personal biases and for the future, Mr. Van Vleck (p. 
171) warns that we need to stay aware of the public's chang- 
ing attitudes and their lack of knowledge. 

The August issue documents that the SAM has the right 
image because we have been attacked by the producer, the 
environmentalist, and the public. Only by being in the middle 
can we develop the public's understanding that the cause 
and effect relationships at work on rangelands are, as David 
Costello wrote in 1952, "to be applied not through edict, 
arbitrary decision, or economic or political force, but within 
the limits of the natural law...". 

Cordially, 
Gene. A. Fults 
Range Conservationist 

From Readers 

Sir: 

1895 E. Irlo Bronson Memorial Hwy. 
Kissimmee, Florida 32743 
October 5, 1988 

The August issue of Range!ands is a job well done! The 
articles hint at why the range profession's image and man- 
agement practices are misunderstood while others identify 
our present image and ways to improve our profession. 

The Libyan range article (p. 178) is cookbook range man- 
agement at its worst. The expatriate, or non-native, firm's 
planning efforts matched development practices to govern- 
ment goals but failed to consider the Libyan people's present 
day attitudes toward land use. Making land available to apply 
new practices is fast and easy but the artful application 
requires a willingness and an understanding by the people. 
The method used in the South American article (p. 189) of 
getting the 'people' down on their hands and knees to look at 
the basics is slower but will greatly improve the chances for 
successful range development programs in the future. 

Pres. Laycock (p. 194) sees the 'people' of the United States 
having a similar lack of understanding when they accuse us 
of "playing God!". Some will believe this to be the truth but 
coffee shop wisdom states that the truth has more than one 
side. For example, on the next page, Executive V.P. Jackson 
sees the truth as being "we love tours and all the fun that goes 
with them." Range Science sees the truth as fence and water 
developments helping to maintain a healthy rangeland 
environment and staying on top of the range condition is 
listed as priority work by SCS Chief Scaling (p. 161). When 
we combine these truths and look in the mirror, we find that 
we work hard at playing like gods and the fun we have doing it sometimes gives us a not so humble (w)holier-than-you- 

Dear Editor: 
This is with reference to Mr. John P. Workman's article 

"Federal Grazing Fees: A Controversy That Won't Go Away" 
in Rangelands Volume 10 No. 3, June 1988. 

Mr. Workman did not begin at the beginning for his anal- 
ogy to be completely valid. The landlord originally had a 
vacant lot. There were no utilities and it was covered with 
weeds. He enticed Person B to move out to the lot and furnish 
it with water and electricity at his own expense. Person B 
cleaned up the place, and after looking things over and 
conferring with the landlord, built the apartment building at 
his own expense. He even looked after the whole complex for 
the landlord. The landlord and Person B understood each 
other. Person B came to believe that he had a vested interest 
because of all the money he had spent on the place. 

The landlord had other business and he hired a manager to 
run this holding. The manager likes to make a big impression 
and had a new set of goals for this property. The manager 
enforces a policy that all the money, care, and attention 
Person B has put into the project has no legal standing and 
that it is now all the landlord's property. Rent had never been 
an issue. The manager thinks that in addition to Person B's 
use of the property, campers on lawn, swimming teams in the 
pool, and cooking classes in Person B's kitchen are just fine 
and dandy. Also, the management has a lot of hired hands 
who wander around giving directions and looking for some- 
thing else to do that justifies the job. These hired hands start 
telling Person B how to do his job. 

Person B is frustrated. He thought he had a deal with the 
landlord. Now he has to do business with the manager who 
has taken over his investment, is telling him how to do his job, 
and now wants to raise the rent. What's it worth? He can quit 
with all his life savings in the project and no way to get it back 
except to try and earn it, if that's possible with all the man- 
ager's help. 

Sincerely yours, 
Jim Webb, Phoenix, Arizona 
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Commercial Members 

Ag-Renewal, Inc. Monsanto Company 
1710 Airport Road 810 East Main Street 

Weatherford, OK 73096 Ontario, CA 91761 

Casterline & Sons Seeds Ross Wurm & Associates 
P.O. Box 1377 530 Scenic Drive 

Dodge City, KS 67801 P.O. Box 3027 
Modesto, CA 95353 

Coastal States Energy Co. Sharp Brothers Seed Company 
175 E. 400 5. Ste 800 Healy, Kansas 67850 

Salt Lake City, UT 84111 

Dow Chemical U.S.A. The lye Company 
P.O. Box 1706 P.O. Box 218 

Midland, Ml 48640 Lockney, TX 79241 

E.l. Dupont De Nemours & Co. Truax Company 
116 Northwood Circle 3717 Vera Cruce Avenue N. 

Cuero, TX 77954 Robbinsdale, MN 55422 

Garrison Seed & Grain Co., Inc. Twin Mountain Supply Co., Inc. 
P.O. Drawer 2420 P.O. Box 2240 

Hereford, TX 69045 San Angelo, TX 76902 

Laird Welding & Manufacturing Works Western Stockman's Inc. 
532 South Highway 59 P.O. Box 310 

P.O. Box 1053 Caldwell, ID 83606 

Merced, CA 95341 

Willamette Seed & Grain 
220 N. Jefferson 

Albany, OR 97321 
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